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TODAY:
Chance of
showers.
High: Mid
70s.
SATURDAY: Dry.
High : 72. Low: 40s.
SUNDAY: Dry.
High: Lower 60s.
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News

Students
respond
to arson
arrests

Murray State is not the only
dry campus in our area.
O ther universities, such as
the University of Central
Arkansas, a community much
like that of Murray, also deals
with having a college campus
in a dry area.

•Reaction:

University
students respond to the
arrest of seven suspects in
the arson investigation of
Hester College.

Seepage 2

BY jENNIFER SACHARNOSKI

OpEd

EonOR•JN- CHIEF AND

DENISE HIGGINS

Kyle Shadoan,
freshman from
London, Ky.,
discusses the
problem of
parents and
adults sheltering their
children.
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Danny Voweii/The News
john Q.J.) Haney Js escorted lnto the Calloway County Detention Ce nter W e dne sday night.

Michael Ward/The News

Fred McGrath, right, stands
with his attorney, Steve
Vidmer, during his
arraignment. He pleaded not
guilty to seven charges.

•Arrest s : Five students
and two non-students were
arrested Wednesday night
in connection with the
Sept. 18 Hester fire.

CollegeL~fe
Scary movies go along with
Halloween almost as well as
trick-or-treating, but how
much o f the scary details are
remembered? Test your
horror movie knowledge
with our Terrifying Trivia
quiz inside.

Seepage
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BY

McDonough

Mounce

Haney

Levine

After starting the year as a
back-up running back, Justin
Bivins has now become one
of the top running•backs in
the OVC.

Baker

Phe lps

TheNewsOnline

Additional information and
pictures relating to the
Hester C o llege arso n arrests
are available on our World
W ide Web page at www.thenews.org.
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BRADLEY

Seven people, five of th em
Murray State students, were
arrested Wednesday night in
connection with last month's
fatal Hester College fire.
Fred McGrath, a former
Murray State student , entered
a plea of not guilty in fro nt of
Circuit Judge Dennis Foust
Wednesday night on charges of
murder, first degree arson,
first degree assault. three
counts of wanton endangerment and falsely reporting an
incident.
Steve
Vidmer,
McGrath's attomey, said
McGrath denies any involvement.
"(McGrath) denies any and

Charges

13

C.D.

Fred
McGrath:
The fo rmer
student has been

arrested for first
degree murder In

the Sept. 18
fire which killed
Michael Minger.

S£NIOR STAFF WRITER

Sports

Seepage

Investigation leads
to seven arrests

felony; three counts of complicity to commit 1st degree wanton
endangerment, class D felony.
Melissa Mounce: Complicity to
commit murder, capital offense;
complicity to commit 1st degree
arson, class A felony; complicity to commit 1st degree
assault, class B felony; three
counts of complicity to commit
1st degree wanton endangerment. class D felony.
John (J.J.) Haney: Conspiracy
to commit 1st degree arson,
class B felony; conspiracy to
commit 1st degree assault,

Fred McGrath: Murder, capital
offense; 1st degree arson,
class A felony; 1st degree
assault, class B felony: three
counts of 1st degree wanton
endangerment, class D felony;
falsely reporting an incident,
class A misdemeanor.
Michael McDonough:
Complicity to commit murder,
capital offense; complicity to
commit 1st degree arson, class
A felony; complicity to commit
1st degree assault, class B

all wrongdoing with anything
that happened that night," Vidmer said.
Michael McDonough, 20year-old junior industrial
arts/drafting ml\)or from Paducah; Melissa Mounce, 18·yearold non-student from Paducah;
John (J.J .) Haney, 20-year-old
sophomore animal health technology major from Ekron;
Brian Levine, 20-year-old
freshman from Battletown;
J eremy Baker, 22-year-old
junior physical education
major from Morgantown; and
Lana Phelps, 18-year -old freshman from Benton, were also
arrested in connection with the
class C felony; three counts of
conspiracy to commit 1st
degree wanton endangennent,
class A misdemeanor, falsely
reporting an Incident, class A
misdemeanor.
Brian Levine: Conspiracy to
commit 1st degree arson, class
B felony; conspiracy to commit
1st degree assault, class C
felony; three counts of conspiracy to commit 1st degree wanton endangerment, class A misdemeanor; falsely reporting an
incident, class A misdemeanor.
Jeremy Baker: Conspiracy to

fire. They are scheduled to be
arraigned at 11:30 this morning in Circuit Court.
Attorney
Commonwealth
Mike Ward said Wednesday
night although it was possibly
premature he did not expect to
request the death penalty tbr
McGrath.
McDonough, Haney, Levine
and Baker were all members of
MSU's rugby club, and
McGrath, who was enrolled
from spring l997 to spring
1998, is a former member.
Ward rcfus~d to comment on a
connection with the rugby
team, but sources indicate
rugby team members made
calls before the fire to Ryan
Leader, a freshman on the
team who lives in Hester room
406, as a form of hazing.
Fire officials say the fire
which killed Michael Minger,
sophomore from Niceville, Fla.,
began in the northwest comer
of the fourth floor of Hester,
Please see ARRESTS/16

commit 1st degree arson, class
B felony; conspiracy to commit
1st degree assault, class C
felony; three counts of conspir·
acy to commit 1st degree wanton endangerment, class A misdemeanor: falsely reporting an
incident.
Lana Phelps: Conspiracy to
commit 1st degree arson, class
B felony; conspiracy to commit
1st degree assault, class C
felony; three counts of conspiracy to commit 1st degree wanton endangerment, class A misdemeanor.

A SSOCIATE EDITOR

Students have mixed reactions about the Wednesday
night arrests of seven suspects
made in connection with the
Hester College arson.
"I feel safe knowing they
have been caught but it's not
comforting that it took them
that long,'' Joe Wagner, freshman from Owensboro, said.
''You would think they would
have taken it seriously after,
the first fire, but they had to
kill someone before they took it
seriously."
Wagner said he has had trouble sleeping since the time of
the fire.
Jennifer Stricklan, junior
from Louisville, said she feels
safer now that suspects are in
custody. She feels relieved of
the fear she bad every time a
fire alarm sounded.
"I think the fact that. the suspects were st ill free cr eated an
uneasy feeling on campus,"
Stricklan said. " You don't
think of the possibility of some·
thing like this happening, but
now that it's started, it could be
contagious, just like the school
shooting around the country."
Student Government President Todd Earwood said the
arrests could bring a sense of
relief to campus, but he cautions students to remember
that no one has been convicted.
"'f'heso are not complete
strangers to us," he said.
"These are.people we know and
see on a daily basis. Until a
conviction is made, no one is
guilty."
Earwood said the sho<~k. to
most students is not that the
suspects are students, but thnt
several of the students are
well-known. He also said the
students as well as the legislatures need to keep the issue of
safety on the forefront.
"I think most people will be
the most relieved to find out
how this whole thing got startPlease see REACTION/16

Community responds to injured student
•Charity: Murray State
students are learning the
true meaning of community after an accident nearly
killed a fellow classmate.

Gregory
Blades: The
senior from
West Franfort,
Ill., lies in critical
condition in
Vanderbilt
Univel'$lty
Medical Center.

BY CHRISTINE H ALL
NEWS EOITOR

The community bas be~n her, started a chain of support
showing its support for Gregory and fund raising to help his
Wayne Blades, senior from family.
Kevin Hendrix, senior from
West Frankfort, lll., who is in
LQuisville.
was one of the fracritical condition at Vanderbilt
ternity
members
who orgaUniversity Medical Center folnized
the
support.
lowing an accident last Thurs''It started Thursday night
day night on Highway 94 West.
with
a trip to Nashville,'' he
Blades, 23, suffered chest
said.
"Approximately
40 people
injuries and two broken legs
went.
We
didn't
gel
to
see him
when his van ran off the road
near the Oaks Country Club that night, but one of our little
s isters put us all up in her parRoad and hit a tree.
Following the accident, lhe euts' house. At 8 a .m. Friday
brothers of Sigma Pi Fraterni- morning we went back to the
ty, of which Blades is a mem- hospital and some of us got to

1

see him."
Hendrix said he went back to
Murray Friday in order to
inform the fraternity members
of the accident and to take care
of Blades' classes and get his
personal items from his van.
"We checked out the accident
scene," Hendrix said. "C.D.
(Bradley) talked to Greg's
teachers, and we both looked at
his van."
He said at a meeting Friday
night, t he fraternity decided to
go to the Fan Jam the next day
where a $250 prize would be
given to the group who was the
loudest.
"We agreed to do it, and I told
everyone to be as annoying as
possible," Hendrix said. "We
also went out and knocked on
doors asking for monetary support. On Saturday, we went to
the fanfare and were really

Danny Voweii/The News
Damian Simpson, left, sophomore from Benton, Ill., and Quinton Sandefur, junior fro m Calhoun. hang a banner last Saturday
at Fan jam Saturday where they won a spirit contest.

annoying and won the money."
Several organizations contributed funds to assist Blades'

family with hospital costs.
"I would like to extend a perPlea'ie see ACCIDENT/16
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Health S e rvices
closed N o v. 3 - 6
Health Services will be
closed because of nurses
attending the Mid-America
College Health Association (MACHA) annual
conference in
Grand
Rapids, Mich., Nov. 3 to
Friday, Nov. 6.

Traffic safe ty
campaign issued
Kentucky
Vehicle
Enforcement is in the
midst of of a traffic safety
campaign.
A radar unit on loan
from the Department of
Transportation Is on display on Chestnut Street.
The radar shows the
accurate
collaborated
speed of the cars that
drive by.
The University hopes
this makes drivers aware
of how fast they are going
and slows people down.

President 's office
seeks positio n for
editor a nd w rit e r
Murray State's president's office is seeking a position for editor and writer
to edit, write and be
responsible for the publication of a biweekly (or
monthly) newsletter from
the president's office to
the faculty and staff of
MSU.
Qualifications include a
bachelor's degree, excellent writing skills and
experience meeting publication deadlines.
Experience as a journalist and/or editor is desirable.
To apply, send a letter of
application, resume, sample of writing and names
and addresses of three references to Sandra Rogers,
assistant to the president,
Murray State University,
P.O. Box 9, Murray, Ky.

42071-0009.

English fair comes
to Curris Center
The fall English fair sponsored by t he English
department will be held
Wednesday, Nov. 4, from
I I:30 a.m. to I:30 p.m. in
the Curris Center Barkley
Room. Food and door
prizes will be offered.
For more information
contact the English department at 762-240 I.

Chris Offutt, the Kentucky-born author of The
Good Brother, will read
from his work on ,Thursday, Nov. 5, at 7:30 p.m. in
the Main Reading Room in
the Pogue Library.
For more information
phone 762-4730.

.

Briefs compiled by Heather
Martin, staff writer.
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SGA presidents continue fight for funding
•S p rinklers: Todd Earwood along with other Kentucky SGA presidents are
continuing efforts to get
state funding for sprinklers
BY j ENNIFER SACHARNOSKI
EDITOit-IN.CHIEF

After completing a resolution
last week opposing an increase
in student fees to pay for sprinkler systems, Student Government President Todd Earwood
said the next step is to lobby
the governor and legislators for
state funding.
"The Board of Student Body
Presidents has realized that
safety is a student issue and
the purpose of the board is to
represent all the students in
the state of Kentucky," Earwood said. "The first step was
to write the resolution. Our
goal now is to gain recognition
from the governor and the
Council on Postsecondary Education."
Earwood said the job of SGA
presidents is now to contact
their legislators and explain

why the state should pay for
the funding of sprinklers.
SGA presidents from seven
schools signed the resolution.
Out of the seven schools, three,
the University of Kentucky, the
University of Louisville and
Eastern Kentucky University,
have already found the money
in their budgets to pay for the
additional safety measures.
Jon Jageman, U of L SGA
president, said he signed the
resolution solely because it was
suggested that the student
activities fees would be
increased to pay for the sprinklers. He said the university
has done an internal reallocation of funds to meet the safety
requirements.
"It was more a matter of principle than on an issue," he said.
"If the state were to mandate
the universities' compliance,
the universities and the state
should find a way to compromise without raising student
fees."
Jageman also said for the U
of L, installation of sprinkler
systems is a smaller issue than

Kentucky Buildings Without Sprinklers
institution

#of
buildings

EKU
KCTCS
KSU
MoSU
MuSU
UK
U of L
WKU

55
2
3
26
12
45
12
14

occupancy

4,414
70
441
2,817
2,654
3,550
252
3,137

estimated
sprinkler cost

estimated
other costs

$4,429,000
$168,000
$400.000
$0
$440.000
$0
$2,990,000
$635,000
$3,362,000
$685,000
$2,764,000
$0
$1,075,000
$277,000
$3,256,000 $1,285,000

source: Council on Postsecondary Education
John Simanowuz/The News

for those campuses that would
require a greater amount of
funding.
UK is using money from a
housing reserve fund to pay for
installing sprinklers in the
remaining dorms, UK SGA
President Nathan Brown said.
The funding did not come out of
an increase to student fees, but
the reserve must be repaid.

Although Brown said he supports the resolution as far as
students not paying for their
own safety, he said it should be
fair to all students.
"It seems that if the state did
give money to other schools
then they should give a percentage or reimbursement to
the university," Brown said.
"Here the students have helped

pay for the sprinklers; without
that kind of stipulation it
would not be fair to the students of UK."
University President Kern
Alexander said he is optimistic
about receiving state funding.
After speaking to Gov. Paul
Patton at a football game this
weekend, Alexander said. "He
certainly didn't reject the idea."

Dry campuses affect other Ordinance will ban
universities in the regi~n nudity, regu~late
•Alcohol: Murray State is
not the only dry campus in
the region as other students cope with going to
school with no alcohol.
B Y LEEANN WILLEn
STAFF W RITER

''ufactor
is a protective
for the
campus that alcohol is not widely
available.''
-TERRY LoVE, D IRECTOR
AT lmALTH PROM OTION

Although students may feel
like Murray State is the only
school where it is necessary to
drive thirty miles to purchase
alcohol, they are not alone.
Other college campuses both in
Kentucky and across the United States are dry.
The University of Central
Arkansas is a dry, state-funded
school located in Conway, Ark.
"It's been dry for as long as I
can remember," Terry Love,
director of health promotion
and the wellness center at
UCA, said.
"AI; long as I've been here
there hasn't been any efforts to
change (the policy), not by the
college students," Love said.
Love supports the idea of a
dry campus.
"Because our campus doesn't
allow alcohol it makes my job
easier," he said. "It is a protective factor for the campus that
alcohol is not widely available.
For your educational dollars
going to a dry campus, you get
more for your dollar. You
receive a safer environment."

Centre College, a private liberal arts school in Danville, is
also located in a dry county.
"Centre is unusual in that it
is a dry campus, but it is very
wet," Rob Wright, Centre College junior, said.
Wright described how Centre
College officials deal with their
campus being dry. "We have an
unoriginal container policy," he
said. "AI; long as there are no
visible cans or bottles, public
safety will not check the containers. People who are under
21 drink out of blue cups, and
peoplc 21 and over drink from
red cups.
"We get really used to the policy," he said. "It's really weird
when we have fraternity formals in Lexington or Louisville.
There's open bottles and cans
everywhere.n
University officials don't
believe dry campuses discourage students from initially
attending a particular school.
"I don't think it affects

recruiting," Paul Radke, director of school relations, said. "I
think it potentially affects
retention. Students don't select
a college on that criteria. Students do stay at a school that
meets all their needs, including
social needs."
"We don't attract those types
of students," Love said. "We
draw a smarter student, a more
serious student. The University
of Arkansas at Fayetteville
(which is a wet school) loses
students to us."
Murray State students have
diverse opinions about the dry
campus issue.
"I think that going to school
on a dry campus is both good
and bad," Ian Hart, junior from
Owensboro, said. "It's good
because the town is a lot nicer
because it isn't trashy with
bars and liquor stores, but
there's not anything to do.
There's not even a nice restaurant like Applebee's. If you
want to go on a date, you have
to go to Paducah."
Robert Kick, sophomore from
Bardwell, said, "It differs from
the social norm of a college
campus. Campuses are where
young people come and try to
mold themselves into adults.
AI; far as driving 'south' goes,
it's not any different for me. We
have to go 30 miles to get alcohol at home, too."

adult businesses

-ordinance : After weeks of debate and discussion
about the matter, the Murray City Council has
passed legislation regulating the establishment of
adult businesses in and around the city of Murray.
BY ) AKE BURGESS
SENIOR STAFF Wtnu

Two ordinances that passed their first reads unanimously
by the Murray City Council last week would regulate adultoriented businesses in Murray and ban public nudity.
The first ordinance read was on regulating adult-oriented
businesses and the licenses the employees and owners must
receive. The proposed ordinance allows tlie city to do background checks on all the employees and owners.
The application fee for a sexual-oriented business opening
in Murray is proposed for $~ with a yearly renewal fee of
$65. The annual permit for the business would cost the business $640.
Chip Adams, assistant city attorney, said the reason for the
permit fees is for the background checks by the Murray City
Police Department and the work the city clerk's office will
have to do to license the people.
The proposed ordinance would also set fees for the employees working at adult-oriented business. The annual license
for an employee woUld be $30. The application fee would be
$100 and the renewal application is $50. The application fees
would help pay for the background check and the processing
fee for application.
The operating hours of adult-oriented businesses would be
limited from 10 a.m. to 11 p.m. only.
The second ordinance that passed its first read was the ban
on public nudity in Murray. An exemption would be given for
breast feeding and nudity in art.
Anyone violating the ordinance would be charged with a ,
class B misdemeanor and would be imprisoned for no more
than 90 days and fined no more than $250.
Dennis Crawford, city council member, said the public hearing, held on Oct. 19, gave the ad hoc committee the input
needed from Murray citizens to write the fl1'8t drafts of both
ordinances.
The second reading of both ordinances will be at the city
council meeting on Nov. 6. If the two ordinances pass then,
the ad hoc committee will begin to examine the issue of zoning for adult-oriented businesses.

Universities more likely to hire adjunct teachers
•Faculty: With MSU faculty on
the verge of unionizing, some are
concerned with the continued hir·
ing of adjunct faculty.
B Y D ONALD lAWSON

Kentucf<y-born
author read s novel

The Murray State News

ASSISTANT NEWS EoiTOR

In the wake of the faculty union
debate, some concern is being raised
over the hiring of adjunct professors.
Over the past several years, Murray
State has gradually started hiring more
adjunct professors as opposed to fulltime instructors. A reason for this trend
is because of the cost of hiring full-time
instructors or tenure track faculty.
Terry Streiter, chairman of the Murray Alliance of College Educators, said
across the United States, more universities are using adjunct professors and
faculty are not happy with it.
"A university hires adjunct professors

because of financial reasons and
because adjuncts don't have the ability
to talk back to the university on various
issues," Streiter said.
Streiter said Murray State uses both
full-time and part-time adjunct professors. Full-time adjuncts teach three to
four classes while part-time adjuncts
may only teach one class.
An adjunct professor must have at
least a master's degree. However, Streiter said adjunct professors can move to
a tenure track position if they wish.
They can also negotiate for a higher pay
rate in some cases.
"Full-time adjuncts have the option to
negotiate for a higher pay rate," Streiter said.
One department on campus using
many adjunct professors is the department of English. Peter Murphy, English
department chairman, said he would
prefer to hire more full-time faculty, but
that can not always be the case. However, Murphy said the adjunct professors

that are hired are fully qualified.
"A source of confusion is that tenures
are better than adjuncts," Murphy said.
"I don't believe that. There are adjuncts,
that if we advertised for full-time
instructors, they would be fully qualified."
Murphy said hiring adjuncts only to
fill space is not a good idea. He said that
the English department hires adjuncts
for a number of purposes.
"We hire them to cover faculty on sabbatical, leave or release time," Murphy
said.
Murphy said adjuncts are hired to
teach composition courses. Currently,
the Eng1ish department employs nine
adjunct professors teaching 20 sections
of composition.
Gary Brockway, interim provost/vice
president of Academic Affairs, said at a
meeting held in 1994, Murray State's
faculty was 92 percent full-time. This
compared to an average of only 50 percent at other universities.

Brockway said the University is looking at developing a pool of adjunct professors and streaming them in with full
-time faculty. "We value our adjuncts,"
Brockway said.
"Each department hires adjuncts on a
temporary basis," Brockway said. "The
number hired varies per semester."
Brockway said the University will
start using adjunct professors in helping expand the outreach programs as
well.
"We're going to use a combination of
full-time and adjunct professors,"
Brockway said. "In some cases we may
need to send a full-time faculty member
to teach a class or we may need to send
an adjunct. It's going to be a joint effort.
"In the past four years, Murray State
has increased by 1,000 students," he
said. "'We want more students to get
their bachelo1 's degree aud (we) need to
reach out to do this." he said.

New-s
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Paris will vote on drink per glass
•Alcohol: Paris residents referendum, said.
"Restaurants in the city don't
will vote on whether or not
serve
mixed drinks," Wiggins
to serve alcohol by the
drink in Paris restaurants. said. "They do serve beer at

Maplewood Baptist Church in
Paris. is treasurer of the· CPHC.
King said the negative effects
of liquor by the drink will outweigh the positive.
"Their major selling point is
to bring business to town," he
said. "It will increase the sale of
liquor by the drink in town. In
1997, we had 349 DUis in our
community, which was the
equivalent to three surrounding counties put together. We
don't need any more .DUis."
King said the influence of
more alcohol would be bad for
the community, and especially
for the children.
"The important thing is to see
that we don't need that, and
this may be the year," he said.
"We tell our kids not to get
involved in it, and people tell
them that we want more of it."
Wiggins said the community
would benefit from a yes vote.

places like Pizza Hut. lt"s
referred to as liquor by the
drink, like mixed drinks and
wine."
In order for the referendum
to come up on the ballot, Wiggins had to have a petition
signed by citizens of Paris.
More than 300 citizens signed
the petition, making the referendum eligible for vote.
· However, some are not in
favor of the possible yes vote.
The Citizens for a Progressive Henry County is a political
action committee put together
by voters who want people to
vote no on the referendum.
Signs spotted throughout Paris
advertise for people to vote no
on liquor by the drink.
The Rev. Lynn King of

BY GREG STARK
STAfF WRITfJ

It is a simple yes or no question.
Tuesday, citizens within the
city I.imits of Paris. Tenn., will
have to make the yes or no decision on whether to serve liquor
by the drink. The referendum
came up during the 1992, '94
and '96 elections, but failed to
pass each year.
If t!te yes vote wins, it will
open the way for liquor, such as
mixed drinks and wine, to be
served in restaurants, along
with beer, which is already
being served in some Paris
restaurants, Marc Wiggins, one
of the main proponents of the

Police Beat
Oct. 22, 1998
8:59 a.m. MSU advised the Life Flight helicopter would be arriving at

He said new restaurants might
come to Paris if the referendum
was approved.
"I know that there are a few
restaurants in Paris who would
get a liquor license if this passes," he said. "Some businesses
may consider opening here if
this passes. Even if this passes,
the prospect of new restaurants
coming in wouldn't happen
overnight."
Wiggins said Paris needed to
grow, and he believes Paris
hasn't grown in population size
or businesses in 20 years.
"'We've had package stores for
almost 30 years, and I felt
Paris hadn't grown much in 20
years," he said. "I felt Paris
needed to make some changes.
1 know how Murray has grown
in 20 years and Paris hasn't. I
decided to see what I could do
to help that, and this came into
focus one day."

Stewart Stadium to pick up a patient.
4:35 p.m. A vandalism report was taken from a resident of Springer College. The air was let out of her tires.
4:55 p.m. There was a report of obscene messages on the elevator walls
in the Applied Science Building.
7:47p.m. The fire alarm was activated in White College Room 318. There
was no fire.
Oct. 23, 1998
3:03 a.m. Bradley Neal McDonald was arrested and charged with criminal mischief in the second degree, reckless driving, DUI and attempting to
elude police. Daniel A. Bland was charged with alcohol intoxication. Both
were lodged in the Calloway County Detention Center. The two were joy
riding on a four-wheeler In the quad and when officers pursued, tried to
elude them. Their vehicle crossed 16th Street and attempted to jump the
mound in front of Public Safety. The two students hit and destroyed a park
bench and hit two supporting P9Sts in the front of Public Safety. The cost
of property damage is estimated at $800. After the crash, the students
attempted to flee, but were apprehended.
Oct. 24, 1998
3:26 a.m. There was a report of a student passed out in Regents College.
The student was taken to Murray-calloway County Hospital.
9:15a.m. A steam leak in the south stairwell caused the fire alarm to go
off in the Curris Center. The stairwell was closed off until repairmen could
arrive.
9:48 a.m. People installing fiber-optic cable set off the fire alarm in Carr
Health. There was no fire.
Oct.25, 1998
4:18a.m. A harassing communication complaint was received from a resIdent of Hart College. A non-MSU student calls and was removed from
campus.
8:00 a.m. The Alpha Omicron PI house on College Farm Road had several windows broken out.

Martial arts fights drugs, teaches kids
•Safety: Murray Martial
Arts America is offering
programs aimed at protecting women from rape •and
keeping kids off drugs.

safety tips and providing all the
information necessary to report
a crime. DeVoss also participated in a demonstration on
defending oneself against an
attacker who is carrying a gun.
The seminar participants
were given the opportunity to
practice all the techniques with
other participants from the
group while Dinh and his assistant instructors provided one
on one instruction.
"A woman's best bet is to stay
out, or get out of danger, but if
the inevitable occurs, there are
simple things she can do to
stun her attacker and give herself enough time to flee," Dinh
said.
The seminar offered tips and
also a little comic relief. Assistant instructor of MMAA, Kyle

attended receive valuable information, but they also contributed to a good cause," he
said.
Kick Drugs Out of America
offers kids an alternative to the
dangers of gangs and drugs by
offering them martial arts
training through the school
system in exchange for their
quitting gangs and getting off
drugs.
Students in the program
must follow strict guidelines to
continue the program. Also, as
they learn and advance in martial arts, they begin to boost
their self confidence and earn a
sense of achievement
Lt. David DeVoss of the Murray State Police Department
assisted in the seminar by discussing some common sense

BY TONI fRUIA
CONTRIBUTING WRITEJ

Tung C. Dinh, owner and
master instructor of Murray
Martial Arts America joined
forces with Murray State's
Women's Center to host a selfdefense class on Tuesday at
Dinh's Martial Arts America.
The proceeds went to Kick
Drugs Out of America, a charity endorsed by Chuck Norris.
Dinh believes very strongly
in both aspects of the seminar.
"Not only did the people who

Oct. 26, 1998

Conley, played the "good date
gone bad" with Dinh to demonstrate self defense techniques
for potential date rape situations.
Laughter relieved the stress
of the attendees and is a good
way to handle the scary scenarios addressed in selfdefense courses, Dinh said.
"I know everyone liked laughing at Mr. Conley and I pretending to be on a date, and
I'm glad they did," Dinh said.
"But the reality is that about
one out of every three women
will be raped in her lifetime.
Perhaps if more women kne~
how to defend themselves,
before the situation was out of
control, that number wouldn't
be so high."

MAKE

11:34 Lm. There was an auto accident in the Curris Center parking lot.
No injuries were reported.
•
4:40 p.m. There was an auto accident behind the church buildings. No
Injuries were reported.
Oct. 71, 1998
12:02 p.m. Julie Burage reported the theft of her bicycle from the White
College area.
5:11 p.m. Richmond College reported a false fire alarm caused by a malfunction.
Oct. 28, 1998

12:41 p.m. A Hart College resident reported receiving obscene phone
calls.
3:00 p.m. There was a false fire alarm in in Blackburn Science Building.
4:46 p.m. There was a false fire alarm in Franklin College.
8:40 p.m. A citation was issued to Darlecia Ballard for disregarding a stop
sign and having no insurance.
8:45 p.m. An ambulance was dispatched to the Intramural field. A person
with Injured eye was transported to Murray-Callaway County Hospital.
Motorist Aaalata - 9

Racer Escort& - 44

Information for Police Beat gathered and compiled by Christine Hall, news
editor, from materials available from the Public Safety office.

ADIFFERENCE!

"Lowest .

Ford Authorized Rental
vehicles cars to vans

Requirements
AC: lease: 2 t years of age, valid drivers license.
"MaJor credit cards"
.Local Pickup available

Parker Pord Lincoln-Mercury
70t Main sc:.
Downtown Murray
751 • 5273 Ask for

wade

Considering Abortion?
Get the resources you need to make
an informed decision.

The American Humanics Program (AH) at
Murray State University offers an academic minor in
Youth Agency Administration, specifically designed
for students who want to Make A Difference through
programs of education, health and fitness, recreation
and character development.
·
Call Roger Weis at 762-3808 or stop by room 108 of Carr Heath Building for an
informal meeting.

You MAY REGISTER FOR EITHER OR BOTH OF THE
FOLLOWING CLASSES FOR THE SPRING TERM:

I

•

• Free pregnancy tests
•Information about your choices
• Post-abortion support group
• Information about sexuality and STDs

YAA 290

YAA351

CUJ'IYnt Tnmds and Issues
in Community Service
Programs. (actual
community service work)

Lt'adt>rship and Support

Systt>ms for Youth Agency

9:30- 10:45 a .m.

11 a.m.-12:15 p.m.

Administration.

LifeHouse
753-0700
----

-

I -

1506 Chestnut Street
lifehous@apex.net
www.waaj .org/lifehouse

- ±A2! -

ff;r -

Special AH Scholarships and Loans Are Available
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What are you doing for

Halloween and what are you
dressing as?

Name:
Kreingkrai
Kralkaew
Major: MPA
Year: Graduate
student

Hometown:
Thailand

''It's not really my tradition, so
I'm just going to observe."

Name: Casey
McCauley

Major:
Elementary
Education
Year: junior

Hometown:
Princeton, Ill.

"I' m going to my boyfriend's
dressed as a hunter."

Murray State is in the process of
hiring a slew of adjunct professor s.
Adjunct professors are professors who
have only a masters degree. A part- Issue: Murray State is
time adjunct will only teach one class, hiring adjunct professors.
while a full-time adjunct will teach
from three to four classes.
The reasons behind these new hirings Position: Murray State
are simply for fi nancial reasons and
expansion reasons. It is cheaper to should be more
hire adjuncts, and the University concerned for students'
feels it can expand to more st udents education.
by hiririg these professors to teach
more classes.
adjunct professors it will eventually
If the University keeps hiring
hurt us in the long run. Murray State

Our View

is a highly accredited university, and they can learn in the classroom.
to be ranked high t here has to be a cerWith Murray State being a highly
tain amount of faculty with doctoral ranked state university, it should
degrees. The more adjunct professors have its choice of professors. Could
hired will cut down the number of doc- the possibility of low salaries be hurttoral professors who could be hired.
· ing the University, to the point it
The quality of education at Murray doesn't have its choice of professors
State is supposed to be of high stature. · anymore?
Will the hiring of these adjuncts hurt
Murray State administrators need
our education? Obviously these to think about possible consequences
adjuncts have the knowledge, but before hiring new adjuncts. This does
have they ever taught in a college n'ot mean the adjuncts are not qualiclassroom? The University needs to fied, but anything less than the best
make sure these adjunct professors could hurt Murray State. Murray
know how to get students involved so State needs to think about students.

My
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Name: Andrea

Hometown:
Romania

"I'm doin·g
anything exce pt studying."

Your Vieu;s
Cease
judgem ents direct our anger. My proposi- rate) means that 141 faculty up individually. Don't wait
until fact s are ~own tion is to direct it toward returned the survey. Eighty- for the next one to do it for

To the Editor:
This letter is in response to
the last letter printed about
the Hester fire. I don't get it.
I do not understand how people can point fingers everywhere except for where it
Name: Maria
really belongs.
Locklear
Let me start with Kern
Alexander.
I understand
Major: Speech
Alexander
is
not the most
Year: Senior
popular guy on campus right
Hometown: ·
now, but don't you think we
C incinnati
are being just a little hard on
" I'm going to a
the poor guy, (keep in mind l
am
only concentrating on the
Halloween
fire
in this letter). Murray
party!'
State is known for being one
of the safest universities
around. No one thought this
devastating event would happen on a campus, much less
Murray State's. I admit we
Name: Mike
were not prepared for someChipman
thing like this. How would we
Major: Biology
have known? I also admit
Year: Junior
there should have been preHometown:
cautions taken after the first
fire and I am very interested
Portagevielle, Mo.
to
know why there wasn't.
"I' m going to _
As far as the sprinkler sysbe working, but
tem issue, we need to admit
I'm going to paint my face as a that there is so much we do
skeleton and scare everyone at· · not know. So many of us are
under the illusion that the
Hardee's."
University can get whatever
Heather Martan/Staff
it needs. It is not that way.
There is a long, drawn out
process that takes place that
we need to acknowledge
instead of jumping down
Alexandets throat the first
chance we get. There is a rea2609 University Station
son for everything, right?
Murray State University
Murray, Kentucky 42071-3301
This University does go past
e-mail: thenews 0 murraystate.edu
Alexander into the state. He
does have someone to answer
Jennifer Sacharnoskl
to, besides the students and
Editor-in-Chief
faculty.
Denise Higgins
When it all comes down to
Associate Editor
it, yes we weren't ready for
the unexpected, but this has
Christine Hall
opened our eyes. So we can
News Editor
learn from it. It is really
Lori Burling
unfortunate that a student
Viewpoint Editor
died from this incident and I
Brandl Williams
pray every day for his family
College Life Ed1tor
and
friends. What I want you
Eddie Grant
to
realize
is that Alexander is
Sports Editor
a human being; he is going to
Danny Vowell
make mistakes and he does
Photography Editor
have feelings. But, I assure
Brandy Qua!l'
you, Alexander did not want
Advertising Manager
a student to die and other
students
to lose their homes.
The Murray State News is prepared and
Do you really think he
edited by students under the advisership of
Joe Hedges. Opinions expressed are those
wished that? Because last
of the editors and other signed wnters.
time I checked he didn't start
These opinions do not necessanly represent
the fire.
the view of joumalism faculty or the UniverI understand we are looksity. This is an oHacial publication of Murray
State University.
ing for a person or place to
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Quality of edueation may suffer soon

f\lllf\/Cr T~T ...
Szemeredy
Major: Economics
Year: Graduate
Student

The Murray 'S tate News

finding the person who did
start the fire because they
are the ones to blame. I
admit Alexander does have a
role to play, but let's not
ignore there is a lot we do not
know.
·
As far as pointing a finger
at the fire department,
shame on you! Those men
risked their lives for you and
your residential college. My
father was a fireman and the
way I understand it you are
never fully prepared for a fire
no matter the extent of training experience. I am proud of
our fire department and 1
would never ridicule someone
for risking their lives for me
or a classmate. That 10 minutes you were taking about,
did you ever find out why it
takes 10 minutes? You just
see it as being plain and simple because the station is
nearby, but so you know
what is entailed? What, do
you think they took time to
grab a bite to eat? Come on,
let's not jump to making
judgments without finding
out why. As I said before,
there is a reason for everything. Just like there is a reason you're pointing fingers,
because you need to take it
out on someone. Why don't
we act like the educated people that Murray State University is aiming to accomplish.
Let's support each other
and get t hings done together.
Next time you make a judgment or direct blame, ask
yourself, "Do I know everything there is to know about
this? Do I have all the facts?
Is there a rea..~on for this?"
Amy Risley
Springfield, Til.

Facult y not h a ppy
with Alexa nder
To the Editor:
The headline "Survey
results show faculty unsupportive" in the Oct. 23 issue
of The News may have been a
bit misleading. It is not the
faculty who are unsupportive. A better title might have
been "Faculty survey results:
· president unsupportive."
Some have privately opined
that the survey describes the
complaints of a disgrunted
few. Consider; 43.8 percent
return rate ( a rather high

'two and seven-tenths percent
of these (125 fac~lty) believe
the president is unresponsive
to faculty concerns when
making policy. A dozen faculty is "a few," 125 indicates an
area bf majOt' conoo.m.
In May the president was
evaluated by faculty in much
the same way as faculty are
evaluated by students. The
results of this evaluation
clearly indicated that the faculty were not pleased with
Alexander's
performance.
The response of the Board of
Regents: one board member
publicly scorned the evaluation; Alexander's contract
was extended.
Is it any wonder that the
faculty feel the way they do
about MSU's administration?
Terry McCreary
Associate professor of
chemistry

you. You are the next one.
The goal of MACE-AFT is
to make MSU the best it can
be by pursuing long range
goals derived by informed
consent through shared governance and mutua l respect.
MACE-AFr is a means to
those ends. We ask those who
can to join and those who
can't to do what they can as
individuals to fight against
the current pattern of abuses.
Terry Strieter, MACE chair
Lillian Daughday, Associate
Professor
of
sociology,
anthropology and social work
Bill Schell, Associate professor of history

Students must give
consent to release
m e dical records

To the Editor:
I would like to thank The
Murray State News' staff for
J oin in g MACE-AFT their coverage of a very
can h elp faculty
important topic, HIV/AIDS in
To the Editor:
the Oct. 15 issue.
The results of the recent
However , the Our View
survey are clear; the MSU piece presented significant
faculty is fed up with the misinformation about the
unaccountability of President Health Services. The medical
Alexander who is undermin- records are, in fact, confidening the very qualities that tial. And, aside from the clinrepeatedly have put MSU in ic nurses and physician, no
the top rank of U.S. regional one has access to the medical
universities. Some 80 percent record without the students'
of the faculty feel that shared written
consent.
This
governance of the University includes University adm.inis·
has completely broken down, trators, professors, friends,
rendering the Faculty Senate parents, other healthcare
powerless and reducing Uni- providers and insurance comversity committees to rubber panies.
stamps. Something must be
I can assure the students
done to restore shared gover- that confidentiality is not
nance and to protect MSU's "lessened" at Health Services.
commitment to academic We simply do not do the anonyexcellence and quality educa- mous testing at our facility. I
tion.
regret that students may now
One thing that can be done be concerned about the confiis to join MACE-AFT. The dentiality of their medical
union has integrity; it will records because of this misinkeep your identity confiden- formation.
tial, if you wish. In the recent
(f an insurance company
Faculty Attitude Survey, requests information about a
many faculty
members patient from any healthcare
expressed support for the facility, the agency must have
union. Many more have written consent from the
joined so far. Have the patient before they can release
courage of your convictions the information.
and join. Don't wait for the
As I stated in Jennifer
next one to do it for you. You Sacharnoski's piece, anonyare the next one.
mous HN testing is available
Many faculty members are at the Calloway County Health
uncertain of the benefits of a Center. 701 Olive Street.
union, but are extremely dissatisfied with Alexander's Roberta Garfield
administration. If so, speak Director of Health Services

Ever since the days of Animal House , Greeks have been
viewed as slovenly, classless
drunks. We have been in the
news for drinking and hazing
deaths. Believe it or not, drinking and beating pledges is not
what we arc all about.
This is something I have
known for some time. This
weekend served as a reminder
of what being Greek is all
about. Greg Blade:;, one of my
brothers and my roommate,
was in a car wreck Thursday
night. Seriously injured, be
was flown to Vanderbilt Medical Center in Nashville.
As we. his , brothers and
friends, did all we could for
him, we were repeatedly
amazed by the outpouring of
compassion not only from the
community at large but from
the Greek community specifically. Several fraternities
made cash contributions. and
many individual Greeks went
out of their way to help and
s upport us. Whether they
passed the hat at a meeting,
gave proceeds from a party,
just walked up and handed us
cash or even simply sent a card
or letter, we want them to
know how much their assistance was appreciated.
We held a benefit Saturday
night, ra1s1ng more than
$1,600 for the Blades family.
People just walked up to the
door giving us $5 and $10 and
telling us not to worry about
the change. For a generation
labeled as apathetic, uncaring
and jaded, this display of concern for one's fellow man
should cause some to take
notice. We are not uncaring or
jaded; we care for those close to
us and even those we may
know slightly or not even at all.
Especially in a place like Murray, there is a sense of community which ia not understood by
those who label our generation
negatively.
It seems Crickett, as we call
him, will recover, which is
nothing short of a miracle.
Only slightly less a miracle is·
the way in which the Greek
community on our campus,
which has been known to bicker and fight over petty issues,
came together to support one of
its own.
I, personally, as well as on
behalf of my fraternity brothers and Blades' family, would
like to thank those who came
out, donated, inquired about
Blades or prayed for him. You
have shown me, and hopefully
the whole community, that the
members of my generation are
caring and compassionate.

C.D. Bradley is a senior staff
writer of The Murray State
News.
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Student RAs
need support
It's Friday, which means
payday this week. I'm receiving an extra 40 odd dollars on
my paycheck, which puts a
spring in my step and a smile
on my face. However, there's a
bit of a damper ·on the excitement of this otherwise good
day. I'm on-call again. It's
been four weekends in a row of
being on-call at least one
night, if not two. Now this is
partially my fault. I picked
these random days so !·wouldn't have to waste entire weekends. Perhaps I shouldn't say
waste. To put a positive spin to
it, I have mandatory homework time. My professors
could tell you I defmitely need
it. Oh, the joys ofbeing an RA.
Back in the day, if you said
you were a RA a look of pity
was usually forthcoming.
Being an RA now carries an
even heavier stigma on campus. Looks of pity have turned
into loads of sympathy, apologies (although 1 picked this job
and 1 don't know how it's this
person's fault) and hugs.
The~e things are appreciated.
So I must say thank you to our
residents, friends, various students and understanding professors. Being an object of pity
is not exactly fun and festive,
but understanding and assistance help. We, if I may speak
for some of us, (J know that we
are so varied I could never
apeak for all of us) have faced
a tough situation, and thanks
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KRISTINA
STURM

to a lot of you, we have come
through just fine.
There are still a lot of great
things about being a RA. If
not, I wouldn't still be doing
the job. Personally, I have
great residents, an incredible
staff and a wonderful RD. The
housing staff, who, by the way,
do not run the world, do their
best to make everyone content.
It's certainly not easy. Nothing
quite compares to the difference you can make if you try,
but sometimes there is a burden to carry.
RA Appreciation Week is
Nov. 2 to 5. Residents, let your
RA know that you appreciate
what they do for you. Know,
too, that they do it, for the
most part, out oflove. OK, love
may be too strong of a word.
They must really like you, at
least. A private room and a
paycheck (even an increased
paycheck) don't cover it all the
time.

-

Kristina Sturm is a senior
business administration major
from Grayville, Ill.

Politicians reflect problems with America today
Every election year, the partisan
armies of Democrats and Republicans
undertake a great groaning and gnash·
ing of teeth at the lack of values in modern America.
Most of it is tripe, simply a distraction from the fact that every election is
just one more link in a chain of irrelevancy. "Values" are reduced to dim,
hazy evocations of summer memories of
some halcyon America that never existed.
There is one value that will never
trickle from the bloated lips of a politician desperate for election, loyalty
Loyalty has been forgotten in American politics. U:se 'em when you need 'em
and screw 'em when you don't; that's
the new rule.
William Greider pointed this out
nicely in Rolling Stone, using the president as an example. Bill Clinton has
used and discarded people and interest
groups like I smoke cigarettes, and now
the favor is being returned.

In My
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ROBERT
BROWN

That's the way of it, isn't it? Today's
stepping stone is tomorrow's stumbling block, and the second the change
is made, turn your back. Plant the
knife good and deep with a handshake, a smile on your face and noth·
ing in your eyes.
Why criticize the politicians? They
represent us, right? What they do,
their treacheries and two-facedness, it
represents us. Lap it up; we voted for
every bit of it.
Look at the domineering force in

America today, the almighty buck. The
days of old religion are over; we worship the green god in temples from the
bloody halls of Wall Street to the greasy
neon strips of Las Vegas.
It is the American Dream, and it is so
vile and sick we turn our heads in self·
defense to ignore it. It goes grab what
you can and screw the next guy.
Loyalty. It's the antithesis of everything that America truly stands for in
the dark little heart that no one sees or
cares to see.
It goes even further than that. In the
'80s, that ugly, doomed decade of
degenerate decadence, the thin veneer
of decency was lost. Companies invented cruelly efficient words like "downsizing" to describe the inhuman removal of
a person from prosperity.
It's not just the corporations. It's
small-time employers screwing over
their employees, organizations forgetting their volunteers, people shedding
other people. That is .America. That is

today.
What do we do about it?
Do? Our generation? We know no
active verbs but "blame."
Why bother? It won't help. March
along like a good little worker ant, do
your duty and get a prize. Above all,
find that cash.
Whatever you do, fmd a way to deal
with it. The ends justify the means.
Find a security blanket. Watch television, turn to drink or drugs or sex or
just huddle exhausted in an alleyway
and passively watch it go by.
If you see your fellow man stumble,
don't turn to help him lest you share his
fate. If he is strong, he will pull himself
up by his bootstraps. And if be's weak?
Forget him. He's food for the scavengers. Leave him for the pushers and
the landlords, the banks and the jails.
Loyalty is for the weak, and they are
not to be tolerated. It's better to give
them a pittance and forget they exist
except on Christmas. They failed; no

mere) .
'rhat h• what is wrong with America
today. We have fi>rgottcn loyalty to our
fellow man in our desperate struggle'
for mure. Our politicians'? Only caricatures of our own flaws.
How to fix 1t'? Who knows. Should (
say "Change your life. Everything will
be better soon"?
I can't. As P .J. O'Rourke says, all .a.
journalist can do is turn the lights on
and show you the roaches in the
kitchen.
P(~ople expect the media to give them,
lhc easy answers, the quick fix solt;·
tion.
Too bad. I can't. If the past is an indicator, no one else can either.
We had better hope someone can .
come up With the new
. solution, the New
Deal. If not.. .
Depressing; isn't it?

.

...

Robert Brown i8 a junior theatre and!
·

JOurnalism major /rom Owensboro.

Parents should not shelter children from real world
Sometimes I worry about people. No, not people who go out
My
and see if they can drink the
CJpiuion
most possible or if they can drive
the fastest on the curviest roads.
I worry about the uptight people
KYLE
who sit around conjuring up
S
HADOAN
ways to protect their children's
precious minds and fighting
anything that seems to destroy
their perfect little utopia.
The difference between the about the particular subject. is
first two instances I provide and what leads them to inquire
the last are that the people in about it. This is when a child
I he first two instances know should be informed on the subwhat they are dealing with. jects they ask about. They
That's common sense. If I drink should be given everything
too much, l might die. If I drive known about it and should
too fast, I might wreck. Trying determine what is correct. Then,
to control a child's life and what a parent is 'SUpplying the child
that child thinks is a different with the information when the
subject, but it also involves com- child is truly concerned about it.
mon sense. The traditional way
Altho'ugh children may form
of rearing a child involves different conclusions from that
imposing all the beliefs of what of parents, this ~oesn't necessaris right or wrong on the child ily mean children are wrong.
and therefore not allo'Mng him Children also should not be conto figure it out for himself, or . demned for their ideas. If a
even to think about it.
child's decision is really wrong
"This it:~ where the common and is serious enough, the child
sense part comes in. Everyone will later experience or learn
knowo that children reach that what is needed to correct his
age when they start asking views. This sort of backs up the
questions. They want to know theory of what doesn't kill you
the truth and their concern will make you stronger. It may

In

sound h~h. but if the child as a
young adult has a good enough
sense of reason and any common
sense whatsoever, the process
will be harmless and better in
the long run. The child will actually know how to think for himself and make choices.
But this does not mean a parent should let his children run
wild without any responsibility.
Th at is once ~gain common
sense. The process of a child
thinking and learning what is
good or bad, or what is real and
not real is used for exactly that.
Bigger thinking processes
involve society around children
and not things like chores and
being
responsible.
These
processes are two completely different subjects that should not
be confused. Having the child be
responsible and do things like
cleaning his room, doing chores
and just helping out with family
is teaching him responsibility.
This is important and plays a
definite role when children
develop ideas for themselves. It
is essential for them to understand the responsibility of their
actions. Do I need to say it yet
again? Yes, common sense.
All of what I have stated so far

has been caused by several
events, none really affecting me,
but just causing my mind to
explore the topic and everyone it
involves.
One event that is relevant was
the publication of an article in
the Oct. 23 issue of The Murray
State News. Randell Wolfe's
article, responding to Robert
Brown's in the previous issue,
states that the paper should cen·
sor itself because it might offend
some readers. In this paragraph,
Wolfe explains how the alumni
who subscribe to the paper
might have children who read it
and that they should not be subjected to the "offensive language
and attitude" of Brown's article.
Wby not let the child be presented with all views on the subject and determine whether
Robert Brown is right or wrong
instead of sheltering the child
from what is harmful.
The second instance that
caused this to arise in my mind
takes place in London, Ky.,
which is where I am from, and
therefore is much more personal
to me. As I was informed by a
friend in a phone conversation,
at my former high school, South .
Laurel, the Hazelwood decision

Basically, it is legalized
has bad its impact. The new
principal has forced her iron thought control. It is mindless •
grip around the students' minds. censorship.
:
1 know now you may be ask- ;
An ad was put up in the hallways to promote the paper and ing yourself whnL all this has '
grab attention has led to censor- to do with you, or why you :·
ship. The ad stated the next sliould even consider it for one ·
paper would include sports, fea- s econd. Well, it all comes back
tures, news and full frontal to the same thing, protecting
nudity. Then, at the bottom, it our children. It is the basis of
explained the nudity was just a many arguments. People go off
ranting and raving, and before
joke.
Unfortunately, some of the you know it rights thnt are
parents couldn't grasp the con· justifiably ours are being ;
cept that it was a joke. and com· taken away for no other rea- :
plained to South Laurel's princi- son than protecting those pre- I
pal. She then required that issue cious children. Just look at
and every issue printed from music, movies and TV. ft's all
now on to be read by her before pointless and it's really scary
it was printed. ' in this proc;ess, if you look at. it. Parents and
she cut few select Jines out of the politicians arc just scared,
features section and then totally cowering litUe wimps standdemolished the editorial section. ing in the corner fighting with
She marked · out two editorials all their might against that
that were against the new "no thing called a child's brain.
:
hat" rule that she ha~ imposed
So I do worry about people.
on students this year because I'm not telling anyone how to :
they disagreed with her view, raise their kids or how to run :
She also completely edited one their lives, just nski ng people ;
expressing the right to have to use that same dangerous :
freedom of speech (how ironic). weapon, the brain.
. i
She later put out a statement
that required the school paper to Kyle Shadoan is a freshman: j
print only one edttorial per journab.sm maJor from Lon· l
issue.
don.
l
• j

•
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Evaluation bulletin rates faculty Telecommunication
SGA plans to print between
1,000 and 1,500 of the documents. The information will
also be posted on the SGA web·
s'ite http://start.at/SGA.
The documents will be available on Monday morning
BY LEEANN WILLm
according to Earwood. They
STAFF Wlttrta
will be located on the second
floor of the Currie Center and
The Student Government in the SGA office on the first
Association will provide a list of floor of the Curris Center
the grade distributions of MurEarwood said many other
ray State teachers from last universities publish documents
spring semester.
similar to this.
This list will be distributed in
"This will be most useful for
a tabloid newspaper style, non-traditional students, commuch like the bulletin listing muters and underclassmen,,.
the classes for the upcoming Earwood said. "These aren't
semester.
groups we usually reach with
One of SGA's major issues our services."
has been faculty course evaluaThe publication will list each
tions, Todd Earwood, SGA department's teachers and the
president, said.
grades those professors gave. It
"I have been working on this is not specific to the individual
project for over 10 months," classes the instructors teach.
Earwood said. "I just now
The percentage of A's, B'e,
found the format that we could C's, D's and E's are shown.
use/ '
Also, the percentage of other

•Grades: A list of grades
will be available to students who are indecisive
about which teacher they
want to take for classes.

grades such as audit, withdraw
or incomplete is shown. The
average GPA of the professor is
also published. The publication
will also list the top 10 professors in order of highest GPA
and professors with the 20 lowest GPAs as well.
In addition to information
about the grades given by
teachers, it will include information about campus activities
and SGA issues.
"Faculty are probably not
going to like it," Earwood said.
"We're not trying to exploit
them. We are here for students.
We are providing this. as a service for students. For students,
the bottom line is 'What grade
did you make in that class?'
The main thing is ifa teacher is
hard or not."
"I don't think I'm into this,"
Steve Cox, professor of organizational communication, said.
"What will happen is people
will say, 'That department is
easy, this department is hard.'.

It doesn't take into account the
capabilities of students. I know
I get better student performance because I am hard. I tell
them that it's hard to do well on
my exams, then when they do
study they do well.•
"For me, I'm anti-grade," Cox
said. •rt doesn't matter what
the grade is. I just want everyone to do his very best so he
will retain info. Grades aren't
important. It's effort that is
important."
Students are responding positively to the publication.
"I think it would be helpful
because as freshmen we don't
know what teachers would be
hard or easy," Emily Wolfe,
freshman from Morganfield,
said.
Jenny Sanderson, senior
from Mayfield, said, "It would
have been great three years
ago, but now I'm close to graduation. There:s only one teacher
for each of my classes now."

l

Students petition for safety in dorms
•Petition: Students· think
they should not have to
protect themselves in the
residential colleges.
BY MICHAEL ScHROEDER
CoNTRIBUTING WRITER

Efforts to increase student
security in the wake of the Hester College fire have met with
some opposition on campus.
Students were asked to keep
their ears and eyes open to
what was going around on their
floor.
In response to her college's
increased use of regular stu-

dents in a "neighborhood
watch" type program, Rebecca
Yarbrough, resident of Richmond College, has begun a
petition stating the security of
the students living in the residential colleges should not be a
responsibility of those students, but rather of the University.
"We shouldn't have to volunteer (to patrol) the hallways,"
she said. "We're not getting
paid, and we shouldn't have to
protect ourselves. We go to this
University. They should protect us."
These remarks were made in
response to a floor meeting in
Richmond in which students

were asked to pay closer attention to what was going on
around them.
Suggestions ranged from
opening doors to notice who
may be walking by to nightly
patrols by students who happen to be awake during late
hours.
"Basically, we've got a community watch program going
on between 6 p.m. through 8
a.m," Richmond College RA
Ryan Brown, sophomore from
Lexington, said.
Although patrols have been
doubled and security at the
front desk has been upgraded,
all visitors are logged and must
submit their student ID cards.

YLnnua
Jiauntec£
:Forest

Brown says the residential
colleges would like to have the
cooperation of students on a
voluntary basis in reporting
things that are abnormal or out
of place.
He also said nightly patrols
and open doors are optional for
the students, not mandatory.
As of Monday, the petition
had 537 signatures from a combination of students, concerned
parents and alumni.
Yarbrough hopes with more
signatures, she will be able to
present the petition to the University, but she would not comment on the specific number of
signatures she is hoping to
acquire.

facility opens in fall
-Telecommunications: The College of Industry and
Technology and the College of Business and Public
Affairs are teaming up to run a new facility.
BY LEE RETZLAFF
CONTatlunNG Watru

Murray State received more than three million dollars for
the new Center for Telecommunication and System Man~
ment, which will be in full operation next fall.
The money will be used to purchase new hardware and to
renovate labs. Money will also be spent on hiring new faculty
and staff and scholarships for potential students who major in
telecommunications.
Although the telecommunications center won't be in full
operation until next fall, five classes are being offered this
spring for the new program. They are listed in the Spring Bulletin under TSM.
Danny Claiborne, chairman of the department of industry
and technology, said the technology building will undergo
some renovations.
"(The technology department) is going to modify some programs that we have internally in our department; Claiborne
said. "We will obviously use thousands, hundreds of thousands of dollars, to modify our laboratory equipment to meet
the needs of the program."
The College of Industry and Technology and the College of
Business and Public Affairs arc teaming up to run the new
program. The College of Business will handle teaching atudents the software and computer programming of telecommunications. Industry and Technology will concentrate on training students on the bnrdware necessary to run such systems.
Careers in telecommunications will be readily available to
graduates.
"Telecommunications is one of the fastest growing career
paths in the United States/' Claiborne said. "(There are) huge
career opportunities for these students."
The program will be run by a director independent of the
two colleges. A search committee has not yet been fonned.
The director's position will be filled by the start of school
next fall. The job description was just released, and Claiborne
says the University islookjng for someone with experience.
"It is a high-doUar coordinator. This is somebody with Ph.D.
credentials that has been in the telecommunications management area for ~everal years."
Claiborne said there is no certification of telecommunication programs by academic institutions; however, the
telecommunications center will look for lf.!P eompanies to "'endorse its program. It has already made contact• with
Microsoft for their official endorsement.
1

.

Alpha Sigma Alpha
would like to congratulate our newly initiated members.
Leslye An derson
Jami e B arnwe ll
Brea Bennett
Benton

Oct . 2 2 ..2 4

an d
Oct. 2 9 411i3 1
Tic k e t S a l e s
begin at
7 p.m . Nightly

} )
/

Tickets $4
Located at th e MurrayCallaway Co. Fairgrounds on
Highway 121 just north of
Murray
Group discounts with advanced
reservations. Call 767-0370

..

rm::::s~~~~r

Ca
S te·
ck
Sall y Teague
Jenn y Thomas
Hea th er VVadde ll
Chri ssy V\lood
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WELLNESS CENTER

University involvement in plans still questionable
•Health: The location for
the wellness center is still
being debated as well as
the role Murray State will
play in the new facility.

Kem

Sid Easley:

Alexander.

Easley, chairman
of the Board of
Regents wants
the University to
be involved with
the wellness center and has proposed a land deal.

Alexander hopes
to work with the
hospital even if
the wellness center Is not owned
by the University.

BY DENISE HIGGINS
AsSOCIATt EDITOR

Murray State's involvement
in Murray-Calloway County
Hospital's wellness center is
still up in the air.
The hospital board voted to
purchase four parcels of land
near its Poplar Street site,
beginning at its intersection
with South Eighth Street and
has an option to buy two additional parcels nearby as well.
This purchase opens up the
land-locked institution to many
options, including providing a
possible site for the wellness
center, Judy Stahler, chairman
of the hospital board, said.

sity.
"That does not mean we
would not want to work with
the hospital on ·academic programs," Alexander said. "We
have discussed with them utilizing their knowledge and
expertise in coordinating and
establishing some health programs here."
"It does mean we would have
to build our own pool," Alexander said. "There will be a lot
done at Carr Health, but what
this tells us is we would have to
build in the area around RSEC.
It would not be cost effective to
extend the pool in Carr Health.
The electrical power is at the
end of the pool. Students need
ready access."
Alexander and Sid Easley,
Board of Regents chairman,
met with the hospital board for
a luncheon a week ago. Easley
said the board seemed to be
receptive.
"' would like to have a wellness center for students and
establish other academic programs," Easley said. "In our
proposal, we would deed the
property to the hospital and
would have a contract concerning the use."

facility to be near the main
campus.
"Personally, as hospital
board chair, I may have to
break a tie and rm not particularly wanting people to know
my viewpoint right now,"
Stahler said. ~e. as board
members, want to keep the
(hospital) campus closed. Murray State was not putting any
funds into this. I wish we could
do two."
Stuart Poston, the hospital's
president, would prefer the
wellness center to be placed on
the newly purchased land.
"As CEO at the hospital, I
need to think about the hospital first and considering the
pros and cons. I consider it to
be clear it is the hospital," Poston said.
Poston said a decision on the
location of the facility should be
made by the next board meeting on Nov. 18. Either way, the
University will benefit from the
wellness center. Murray State
will be able to use its laboratories for studies, Poston said. It
will provide students with
training under the tutelage of
technicians and professionals
at the hospital.

The search for land
The four parcels of land will
cost the hospital $472,000,
Stahler said. Three million dollars has been set aside for this
project and funding will either
come from the allotted money
or from low-interest loans the
hospital can receive.
Other uses for the land could
include parking areas for the
hospital or maybe even a high
rise, Stabler said.
"If we don't use the land for
the wellness center, we will
find some use for it," Stahler
said.
Donated property concerns
The Murray State University Murray State's reaction
University President Kern
One of Stahler's concerns
Foundation vied for the facility
to be located on 2.6 acres of Alexander bas not been in con- about utilizing the MSU Founland along Kentucky 121 North tact with the hospital since its dation's land is the contract.
near the Regional Special last board meeting on Oct. 22, Presidents at Murray State
Events Center. Stahler said the but said he has read in newspa- change and the contract would
bOard has not yet decided on a pers there is a good chance of have ·to be renegotiated accordlocation for the facility, but the wellness center locating on ingly. Agreements between the
there are advantages for the a site not owned by the Univer- two would also change accord-

ingly.
Stahler voiced other concerns
about the Highway 121 property as well. The accessibility of
the foundation's property is one
such concern, Stahler said. The
proposed widening of Highway
121 may also have some affect
upon the size of the property.
Stahler was also disturbed by
the trend of businesses moving
out to suburbs.
"When we take part of the
hospital out of the center of
Murray, we are doing the same
thing," Stahler said. "When we
keep this in the city, we are
supporting Murray.
"Being a non-profit hospital,
we have been able to have a
good cash flow from people in
the community using the hospital," Stahler said. "Now it's
time to put as much as possible
back into the community.
Whatever we do, we want to
put something back into the
community. This seems to be
the way to go. I think this is
how to keep the hospital and
community together."

Other hospital offerings
Poston said the wellness center will allow the hospital to
expand it offerings. On the hos~
pital's campus, it will be easier
to maintain and oversee operations, he said.
In addition, the hospital
would not have the funds needed to keep a full-time physician
at a center on the foundation's
proposed property, Poston said.
Stahler said having the new
facility adjacent to the emer·
gency center would be helpful
in an emergency situation.
There is always a doctor on-call
at the hospital. Close proximity
to the hospital's campus would
also allow the wellness center
to access the hospital's information system.
I

When planning out a project hospital or Murray State has
such as this, the hospital must been in contact with us in the
also consider Medicare cover- past few weeks but we are
age, Stabler said.
always interested in collaborat"Medicare is strict on hospi- ing."
tals when they have off-campus
Alexander said there is still a
facilities," Stahler said. "Either possibility of the YMCA collabyou are under same head pro- orating with the University on
prietor or you are not. We have the project.
to be a healtbcare provider and
"We haven't given up workthe wellness and rehab center ing with the YMCA," he said.
will have to fall under that. We "They have a need and so do
will have to show that we are we. We want to help the YMCA
treating people under provider as much as possible."
status."
Ehrenheim
has
done
Poston wants this facility to research on the need for such a
be connected with healthcare. facility. Not only has he conAt one end of the spectrum, the ducted a community needs
wellness center incor porates
assessment, but he is also currehabilitation. lt will provide
outpatient and therapy care rently working with Murray
including occupational, speech State to execute a more
and sports medicine. On the detailed assessment. Other
other end, it will provide a well- research includes a budget proness/fitness center for the com- jection and staffing quotas.
His vision of the new facility
munity, Poston said. Plans
right now focus on a member- includes aquatic and physical
ship fee for community mem- fitness centers as well as a
bers to access a pool, exercise camp center, climbing wall,
equipment and treadmills.
aerobics center and possibly
water therapy.
YMCA'• focus
•My real focus, as YMCA
The YMCA, in addition to the
director, is the family and tryUniversity, was also interested
ing to strengthen the family,"
in the wellness center at one
Ehrenheim said.
time.
For the past few months,
'We have been tied together
with two great entities, Murray Ehrenheim said the YMCA has
State and theY," Stahler said. been quiet about any building
"You don't want to turn either plans it may have. However, if
down. But we have to look at something is going to be done,
what is best for us."
it will be done within the next
Those plans were abruptly two years, be said.
changed on April 16, when the
"We don't want to blow any
board unanimously voted to smoke," Ehrenheim said. "I
exclude the YMCA from the want to come to the community
partnership, Dean Ehrenheim,
with plans in hand. The stuthe local YMCA chief executive
dents deserve it and will get
officer, said.
"The YMCA is actively pursu- something soon."
ing the possibility of building a
family-focused community center in Murray," Ehrenheim
said. "At this point neither the

Jennifer Sachamoslei, editorin-chief, contributed to this arti- '
cle.

"How long has it been
since y oufelt truly alive?"
Dr. Terry Ellis, Pasto:t._,..,___d the First Baptist
Church Family
invite you to our

Wo uld like to introduce our
newest members
Kelly Sears
Bekah Reddick
Stephanie Simmons
Tera Overby
Rhea Anne Belt
Amy Northington
Kim Williams
Sarah Stanton
Julie Means
Kris Kinman
Lauren Gentry
Lesley Williams
Stephanie Watson
Allison Price
Selena Hawkins
Sherry Stivers
Christian Irwin

M a ria Brock
L e ah Wright
Holly Hud son
A shley H ailston
Beth Harney
Jill Gian nini
Kr ist a Doron
Katie Ward
Ashley Chambers
Casey Williams
Rebeka h Cansler
Rebe cc a Francis
Summer Oliver
Na t alie Slayden
Rachae l Rogers
Emily Burroughs
Julie H allemeier
,.

Su n day, November 1 - 0 :45 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Wednesday, November 4 - 6:30 p.m.
(Mon & Wed n Otllunch eons)

Rev. J.K. Pierce, Speaker
(Pastor of Lexington's Porter Memorial
Baptist Church)

Ken and Lois Holland
Music Leaders

First Baptist Ch1.1rch
203 South 4th Street
(1/2 block off the downtown square
For information call 753-1854

Colle
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OnCanzpus
Prudential Insurance
to be at Career Day
The Prudential insurance
and financial services will
conduct aptitude tests at the
MSU Career Fair Day.
The tests will be at 9 a.m.
on Tuesday, Nov. 3, in the
Barkley Room on the 3rd
floor of the Curris Center
and on Wednesday, Nov. 4,
in the Mississippi Room of
the Curris Center at I p.m.
For more information or
questions concerning the
tests, phone Steve Lance toll
free at 1-877-778-0329 ext.
6127.

Auditions to be held
for 'The Nutcracker'
The Murray Civic Music
Association wi" present the
Nashville Ballet's performance of "The Nutcracker"
on Nov. 29 and will hold
auditions in Murray for 38
dancers to perform with the
Nashville Ballet Company in
Lovett Auditorium.
Auditions will be held on
Friday at the Centre of
Dance in Murray from 4 to 6
p.m. Auditions will be conducted by Sharyn Wood and
rehearsals will begin immediately following selections.
For more information
about the auditions or about
the Murray Civic Music
Association, phone 7623737.

\

Nature Station to hold
fall frolic celebration
The Nature Station is
hosting Fall Frolic to celebrate the autumn season
Saturday, Nov. 7, from I0
a.m. to 6 p.m.
It will feature games, activities and nature studies with
fall themes. Activities will
include nature crafts, a
canoe trip and a hay ride in
search of wildlife. A marshmallow roast and hot chocolate will cap the day's activities.
Many events are free with
regular Nature Station
admission of $3.50. For
more information contact
LBL at (502) 924-2000.

Governor's School offers
workshop at MSU
Kentucky's Governor's
School for the Arts will offer
a free, one-day, hands-on
workshop at Murray State
on Nov. 14 for high school
freshmen, sophomores and
juniors.
It will offer areas of creative writing, dance, drama,
instrumental music, visual art
and vocal music. Students
will get information about
higher education opportunities in their fields and, in
particular, the resources and
programs available In their
own home towns.
For information regarding
the workshop and regjstration deadlines, call the GSA
Applicant Helpline at (502)
592-0192.

Briefs compiled by Heather
Martin, staff writer.

-Horro

ovie fans

can c&eck t&eir
.scary movie facts .
BY BRANDl WILLIAMS
COLLEGE LIFE

1.
2,
3,

...

Eonoa

S,

What type of doll was Chucky
in the movie Child's Play?
a. Good Guy
b. My Buddy
c. Cabbage Patch Kid
In the movie Prom Night, how
was Kim's sister killed?
a. she was strangled
b. she was stabbed
c. she was pushed out of a window
In the movie Army of
Darkness. what did the main
character have instead of a
hand'?
a. a hook
b. a chainsaw
c. a group of knives
What famous actor appeared
in the first Friday the 13th?
a. Alec Baldwin
b. Johnny Dcpp
c. Kevin Bacon

b.
1 ..
8,

In Pumpkinhead, why did the
man summon the demon?
a. his wife had been r aped
nnd killed.
b. his son had been run over
by a motorcycle
c. his daughter had been murde red
What actress played Alice's
sister in Alice Sweet Alice?
a. Drew Barrymore
b. Brooke Shields
c. Demi Moore
What type of costume did
Michael My~rs wear when he
killed his sister in the first
Halloween?
a. a pumpkin
b. a ghost
c. a clown
What was the name of the
child leader in the first
Children ofthe Corn'?
a. ~lalachi
b. Samuel
c. Isaac

'110,
11,

12,

In Nigh tmare on Elm Street,
what was Freddy's mother's
name?
a. Kate
b. Amanda
c. Mary
Who killed the head vam·
pire of The Lust Boys?
a. Michael
b. Nnnook the dog
c. the grandpa
What was the name of the
imaginary friend in
The Shining?
a. Tony
b. Stevie
c. Danny
What was Angela's secret
revealed at the end of Sleep
Away Camp?
a. she was abused by her
parents
b. her parents were killed by
a mnn dressed as Santa
c. she was really a guy and
her parents had made her
pretend to be a female all of
her life

ScorfHg:
Give yourself one point for every correct answer.
2.c
3. b
l.a
5.b
6. b
4.c
8.c
9. b
7. c
lO.c 11. n 12. c
12- 7 points• Master of horror
Those who have scored this high
should be proud of their terrifying
knowledge. Why not venture out of
the dat·k domain of scary v1deo watching this Halloween and socwlize with
other frightening individuals. Please
leave the weapons at home.
3 - 6 ·points• Any scare is a good
scare
PeoplP who fall into thts group enjoy a
good scare but don't retain all the
bloody details. Society needs not
worry nbout the~e people becoming
axe murderers. Besides, chainsaws
work better an)'\..-ay
0-2 points • Boo, scared you
These people either missed the horror
movie mania of the eighties completely or they have a low tolerance for
fear. Remember it is only a movie.
Besides, some of the most frightening
movies are not even placed in tlac horror section of the video store. Sptcc
World is a good example.

Collegelife
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Ice attempts to make comeback
Musicl?e!Jietl'
Kyle Shadoan
Vanilla Ice-

Hard to

Swallow
"Stop, collaborate and listen/
Ice is back with a brand new
edition ..." Well, that's one way
to put it. I'm .sure if we all try
hard enough we could probably
repeat all the lyrics to "'ce, Ice
Baby," which topped the charts
in 1990. Of course, we would
also burst out la ughing at how
pathetic we were for buying his
albums. But Rob Van Winkle,
better known as Vanilla Ice,
really is back and has a completely different look and sound
on his new album Hard To
Swallow.
As the title of the album indicates, that is exactly what his
"new" style is like. The first
track on the album sets the
tone. There arc hard guitar
riffs and heavy drums and bass
with an enraged Rob Van Winkle screaming th e lyrics. It is
basically the same throughout
the rest of the CD. It sounds
like the same song repeated 13
times. I guess if you like Kom
or Limp Bizkit, it might be
interesting to you, but Ice tries
too bard to produce their
sounds.
Thrash metal is just rap
being scr eamed loudly, with
distorted guitar to back it up. I
am not completely against
screaming. In fact , several
artists that I like scream quite
frequently in their songs. The
difference is t hey are screaming because of the song's emotion, not just for the hell of it or
because they don't know how to
do anything else. There are a
few songs by Korn that actually do have meanings that are
worth screaming a bout, but the
rest a re j ust pointless and
annoying.

Baby" titled "Too Cold." This is
perhaps the only thing worth
listening to on the entire album
because of the nostalgia it
brings back from those elementary school days when kids
would walk down the hallways
chanting it. Those were the
days. It is really sad and funny
all at the same time. He has
taken the song that once
brought him up and let him
down, remixed it and released
it on his new album, and it is
the only decent song on the
album.
The only other song worth
mentioning is titled "Prozac,"
which is also known as "Boom,"
a song he did with the Bloodhound Gang on their album
One Fierce Beer Coaster.
Overall, I would recommend
this album to no one unless you
have some extra money lying
around and need something to
Republic Records
laugh at (if you have that kind
Its not April fools. It has taken a while but Va nilla Ice has re leased of money, please contact me.)
a new album, a nd a new image to sell along with it.
All he seems to be doing is
trying
to be another Limp Bizkeven
scarier
is
our
society
is
Now that Vanilla Ice has
come out with Hard To S wal- ready to accept anyone who it or Kom. I just hope society is
low, it seems even more obvi- goes with the new trend. As not as pathetic and gullible as I
ous the majority of the time, long as he is screaming about was in 1990 and does not fall
thrash metal is just pointless, drugs or fighting, or is just for Vanilla Ice's next trend. I
talentless music in which every screaming
some
profane don't know about you, but for
song has just one reason behind phrase, society says it has got me this album really was hard
it, to jump around and break to be good.
to swallow.
To top everything else, Ice Hard to Swallow -F for
things. It takes more talen t to
create songs that express all has made a remix of "Ice, Ice Funny
kinds of moods, including being
angry, musically and lyrically.
All that Ice seems to be doing is
just going with the new, talentless trend to make money.
His album artwork and pictures are also another rather
comical feature of his "new"
style. There are half-naked
women with black make-up
smeared all over their grim,
Top Country CD
wicked looking faces. Sounds
Shania Twain - Come on Over
familiar, maybe like Manson's
previous albums. But if Vanilla
Source: Terrapin Station
Ice was trying to be scary, he
\ John SimanowitzJThe News
has succeeded. What may be

The Brothers of

n KA
and the Calloway
County Jaycees

\

/ /

Week ;1heacl
Friday, Oct. 30
•Gilbert and Sullivan project - Lovett Auditorium, 7 p.m.
•AQHA horse show - West Kentucky Exposition Center, 7 p.m.
Phone (502) 965-2953 for more information.
•Cinema International - Celestial Clockwork, a 1995 film from
France, Curris Center Theater, free admission, 7:30 p.m.

Saturday, Oct. 31
•Cinema International - Celestial Clockwork, a 1995 film from
France, Curris Center Theater, free admission, 7:30 p.m.
•Concert - Ronnie McDowell. Executive Inn Riverfront, Paducah,
$14. Phone 1-800-866-3636 for more information.
•Dedication - Dedication ceremony and reception for the Equine
Instructional Facility. University Farm adjacent to the West Kentucky
Exposition Center, 11 a.m. Phone 762-6925 or 3327 for more information.
•Movie - The Rocky Horror Picture Show, Curris Center Theater, 10
p.m.

Sunday, Nov. 1
•Bible study- MCF house, 7 p.m.
•Sunday school - Chi Alpha, Hart lobby, 10 a.m.

Monday, Nov. 2
•Monday Night Live - BSU, 6 p.m.
•Bible study - Chi Alpha, Hart lobby, 9 p.m.
•Deadline - Associate and baccalaureate degree applications for
May 1999 due in Admission's and Registrar's office.
•St udy abroad - Information available on the Tampere University of
Technology exchange In Finland. Students studying engineering,
architecture, computer science and physics are eligible, Woods Hall,
7p.m.

Tuesday, Nov. 3
•Red Pin bowling - Curris Center Game Room, 6 to 9 p.m.
•Bible study - Newman House, 5 p.m.
•Nursing home ministry -Ghi Alpha House, 6:15 p.m.
•Study abroad - Information on the Institute Tecnologico de Costa
Rica exchange in Costa Rica. All Spanish language majors/minors
are eligible as well as others with Spanish proficiency, Woods Hall,
7p.m.
VVed nesda~Nov.4

•Worship - MCF house, 7 p.m.
•Meeting - SGA, 5 p.m.
•Free meal - Open to all University students, Newman House, 5
p.m.
•Bible study - Chi Alpha, 3rd floor Curris Center Theater, 7 p.m.
•Study abroad - Information on the University of Sunderland
exchange in England. All majors welcome, Wood Hall, 7 p.m.

Thursday, Nov. 5
•TNT - BSU, 6 p.m.
•Prayer meeting - Chi Alpha, 3rd floor Curris Center Sofa Lounge,
7:15a.m.
•Study abroad - Information on the semester in Regensburg, fall
semester program in Germany. Sophomores in any field, busin~ss
majors, German language majors/minors and honors students are
eligible, Curris Center, Barkley Room 7 p.m.

MSU Movie Madne.ss
-·--··-·--··--

--

plus cinemax for only
$9.9oper month for 6 months.
• Free gift from HBO
• HBO

e

Must show MSU I.D.

offer ends 11/25/98

invite everyone to attend the haunted forest
this week.

Come out and bring a friend
Thursday through Saturday from
7 until 10 p.m.

Are you connected?
Call Today!

753· 5005

Take 121 west going toward Mayfield.
Go past Dutch Essenhaus until you reach
the fairgrounds and there will be a
Haunted Forest sign on the right.

basic service & converter required

MURRAY

CAEILECDMM
906 S. 12th St.
MU
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Peoples'
Republic
visits ·MSU
BY T ARA SHELBY
STAFF WRIUR

On Oct. 20, 16 visitors from the Peoples' Republic of China arrived at Murray State for a 20-day training program on education.
The visitors include a representative
from each Chinese province and two
ministers of education. The program,
titled Education Project Management
Training, is sponsored by the World
Bank for the Peoples' Republic of China's Ministry of Education. It allows
the representatives to observe the
American school system, Yushin Yoo,
project director, said.
Seminars are held for the visitors in
the Cu.rris Center from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.
They spend the afternoons in an orientation program that allows them to
visit each MSU College as well as some
local schools. The rest of the time the
representatives are taken to events
around Murray, including rodeos and
tours of the scouting museum.
So far they have attended six seminars on education, administration,
human resources, education laws and
management.
The visitors say they are learning
practical experience -that they can take
back with them to China.
Qiu Ning, one of the Chinese representatives, said the part he was most
interested in was speaking with the
professors.
·
Another
representative,
Gao
Hongzhi, said he enjoyed touring the
elementary, middle and high school
facilities the best.
"They have been doing this for many
years, but mostly in big schools," Yoo
said. "They decided to come to Murray
this year after last year's visit from
China's minister of education."
The visitors will remain in Murray
until Saturday. From here they will go
to a two-day seminar presented by a
representative of the World Bank in
Washington, D.C., and then on to New
York. They will return to China on
Nov. 10.
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Weekend packed with fun events
"We're handing out prop bags
that contain things like a
newspaper, bells and rice
other things. It's a
among
Guys and ghouls will not
neat
time.
It's one of those
have to search very far this
Halloween weekend to find all movies people really get into."
Many of the residential colkinds of frightening festivileges have also held events
ties.
On Saturday, all cult fam~ of throughout the week that will
The Rocky Horror Picture continue until tomorrow.
Elizabeth College has been
Show can do the time warp
Harvest Festival
celebrating
once again at the Curris Censince Monday.
ter Theater at 10 p.m.
"On Monday, we had a
"Hopefully everyone will
want to come dressed up," pumpkin walk," Justin Rouse,
Jeanie Morgan, coordinator of Elizabeth College president,
student activities, said. "This said. "It was like musical
is a big thing. A true lover of chairs. The winner got a piece
The Rocky Horror Picture of pumpkin pie."
Rouse said the college also
Show knows it by heart."
Morgan said last year mor-e hosted bobbing for apples,
than 250 people showed up t.o hide and go seek, a scavenger
watch and participate. This hunt and many attended the
year the first 200 people will l<~rcaker's Ball on Thursday.
"Tonight is a joint effort
receive prop bags to play
the resident advisers
with
along.
and
the
residential college
"There are certain pluces in
the show where the audience council," he said. "It is Fright
can participate," she snid. Night Friday. We11 be showB Y REKA ASHLEY

ASSISTANT COll£C£ llff EDITOR

ing new and classic horror
movies."
Rouse said Saturday there
will be trick-or-treating in the
halls. All residents wishing to
participate receive a pumpkin
on their doors. It lets the
trick-or-treaters know the
residents of that room are
handing out candy.
He said there will also be a
costume contest at 7 p.m. that
night.
Another
college
that
promised to give kiddies a
frightfully good time is Clark
College.
"Thursday night was Clark
Castle," Rebecca Hefner, president of Clark College, said.
"We decorated the whole
dorm for it."
She said the castle included
a haunted forest in the
breezeway the kids from college courts went through to
reach the residents handing
out candy.
"There was also a haunted

house on the first floor in the a hamburger, cupcake and a
study lounge that the kids drink,• Kim Eickhoff, presiwent through if they wanted dent of Richmond College,
to," Hefner said. "They said.
change it each year. Last year
Not to be outdone, Regents
it was a maze.•
College will unite with the
Hefner said the college also YMCA to bring kids even
had awards for the best deco- more treats.
rated room, best costume and
"We'll have a booth at the
best decorated floor.
game to pass out candy to all
"The floor wifh the best dec- the kids that come dressed up
orations gets a pizza party,
to the football game,"
and the other winners receive
Jonathan Webb, president of
gift certificates to the bookRegents College, said.
store," she said.
On Saturday, those stuSpringer/Franklin College
dents
interested in getting
wants to feed all its residents'
into
a
different style of cosfrightening appetites with a
tume
can
get down at Disco
tailgate party starting at
Fever. Alpha Phi Alpha Franoon on Saturday.
"We're going to have some ternity Inc. is hosting the
food and drinks available," event in the Currie Center
Joey Wilson, president of large ballroom.
All of these things, as well
Springer/Franklin College,
as the Murray/Callaway
said.
Richmond College will have County Fair Board's Haunted
a tailgate party before the Forest, are available for anygame and sell plate lunches.
one who needs a little fun and
"They will probably include fright on Halloween night.

Food Services gain tasteful additions
brought one of his fry machines to
Winslow and his employees cook the
food fresh each Thursday, Benriter
said.
Murray State Food Services is mak"'t is expensive for us, but it is
ing additions to the selection and
adding
credibility to Winslow," Benimprovements in the atmosphere in
riter
said.
"We are offering more of a
Winslow, Bill Benriter, director of
dollar value for the board plan that
Food Services, said.
"Winslow is a 35-year-old building," students purchase."
Benriter said Food Services hopes to
he said. ''We are trying to improve
because our budget is supported by offer Chick-Fil-A's chicken nuggets
students who have a board plan that, and fresh lemonade as more of a variety if the present program goes over
usually eat in Winslow."
Chick-Fil~A is the biggest .addition, well.
Another addition to Winslow is the
Benriter said. One line in Winslow
pizza
buffet Food Services has feawill serve Chick-Fil-A chicken sandwiches and waffie fries every 'fhurs- tured this semester.
The students serve themselves,
day, excluding Thanksgiving. Each
week it will alternate between lunch Benriter said. The pizzas are also
made from scratch, opposed to ~
and dinner.
Mark Riley, owner and manager of frozen pizzas that are usually served.
"This is huge production for our
the Paducah Chick-Fil-A store, has
B Y KRISTIN HILL
STAff WRITER

staff," Benriter said. "The students
have seemed to enjoy it, though."
One issue that has been brought up
during evaluation time is whether
students can take the pizza to go.
Food Services decided to offer the buffet only to students who are planning
on eating in Winslow based on what
local pizza restaurants do with their
buffet.
"Go to a local one," Benriter said.
"That is how they do it. There is also
an expense factor, so this helps regulate nobody taking an excessive
amount."
Other plans are in the making also,
Benriter said. Currently, doughnuts
are purchased from a local vender, but
a portable doughnut machine would
allow students to -maka._..tbeir. .own
doughnuts, fresh, when they wanted
them.

"If you like doughnuts, there is
nothing like a fresh doughnut," Benriter said. "The aroma will also be
attractive."
Benriter said Food Services is also
focusing on the atmosphere of
Winslow by decorating with flowers
and colorful signs and banners.
"We've tried to focus more energy
and efforts to Winslow," Benriter said.
~e want a brighter, more pleasant
environment.
"A lot of how people feel about their
eating environment is how it looks,"
he said. "There is an indirect effect on
bow they view food."
There are also smaller additions to
Winslow this semester, including the
popcorn machine, hot dog machine,
the impr:o.v.ed. .a.oftaerve ice cr eam
machine and enlarged b~eakfast
selection.

~---------------------------------------~

Congratulations
to our recent Initiates:
Valerie Alsobrook
Stephanie Aylor
Holly Bishop
Brandee Brumfield
Ashley Burch
Amanda Coggeshall
Jennifer Ellenberger
Mona Ferguson
Laura Fossett
Melanie Gulflerman

Elizabeth Harper
Katrina James
Amy Mahoney
Melissa Milton
Josie O'Rourke
Missy Pamatot
Amanda Polczynski
April Putnam
Roseanne Radford
Rebecca Riley

Tarin Thomas
Sharon Threlkeld
Jessica Todd
Sara Utley
Molly Varner
Christine Vaughn
Jamie Vierkant
Linda Wallace
Kelley Williams
Stephanie Young

We are so proud of y·oul
Welcome to our newest members:

Sarah Morgan
Elizabeth Winsatt

Congrats also:
Order of Omega Initiates

Cindy Felts
Kortney Strautz
New RA for Regents

Valerie Alsobrook
In our bonds,
your Sigma
Sisters
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Swing bands to play in Racer Arena
man for the Campus Activities
Board, was inspired to organize
this event after hearing several
swing bands in Nashville.
"I had seen a lot of events
li~e this in other places and I
thought why couldn't this happen here," Lowe, junior from
Versailles, said.
He began calling several
agencies for a sample of different swing bands. He received
many live tapes and selected
the two bands that had the
most energy.

BY B RANDl W ILLIAMS
COllEGE LifE EDITOI

For those looking for a
chance to swing, look no further. The Campus Activity
Board is sponsoring a swing
festival Nov. 3 at 7 p.m. in
Racer Arena.
The festival is called The
Swing Thing, and will feature
two swing bands, The League
of Decency from Athens, Ga.,
and King Sized, from Atlanta.
Kevin Lowe, concert chair-

"Usually you can tell if a offered in the Curris Center
band is good or not through a were used as promotion for The
live -recording," Lowe said. Swing Thing, but everyone is
"These two bands were excel- welcome to attend regardless of ·
lent."
whether they took lessons.
"I've always loved live music,
"1 think it will go over well
so getting to hear a new band is because people really get into it
a big thing for me," Jeremiah
and they get to dance,"
McGuire, vice chairman of the
McGuire said. "I think it will be
Campus Activities Board concert committee, said. "Also, a good chance for everyone to
dressing up like someone from socialize regardless of their
the '208 and '30s is also a big groups."
The event is free, and Lowe
thing for me. I hope that people
will dress up."
said swing attire is encouraged
Lowe said the swing lessons but not required.

New calling cards
available to students

through an ECCI operator,"
Anna
Thompson, an ECCI
CONTRIBUTING Wann
phone operator, said.
Students who had an ACUS
Students have new options
account
last year already
in long distance calling this
have
an
on-campus
car4 presemester with a new, Univerpared
and
reserved
in their
sity-sponsored program.
names.
Students can now obtain
"There is no sign-up fee, no
phone cards through Educadeposit
and no surplus charge
tion Communication Consor·
on
these
cards," Tina Hill,
tia Inc. and its carrier, Questcampus
operator,
said.
LCI. Murray State has a con"ECCI
is
(40
percent)
cheaptract with the company to provide students with a low cost er this year at ten cents a
per minute long distance call- minute than ACUS was last
ing service. With the on-cam- year at 14 cents a minute,"
pus card, any call made from Amanda Pelley, sophomore
a phone located on the Mur- from Paducah, said.
ray State campus is 10 cents a
Sara Miller, sophomore
minute, anytime, anywhere in from
Greenfield, Tenn.,
participants how to create a web page, the United States.
agreed.
The on-campus card can be
along with adding graphics and links. They
"I erijoy my ECCI service
are also taught how to load their page to an picked up at the General Ser· better than ACUS because
vices building in the telecomconfusion often arose when I
Internet server. This course starts Nov. 11
munications office from 8 a.m.
and will run for three weeks on Wednesday to 4 p.m. Monday through Fri- called the company to get an
update on where I stood with
nights.
day.
my
phone bill," she said.
There is also an off-campus
"This is more of a hands-on type course,"
ECCI
does have some drawcard offered for 15 cents, any·
Rice said.
backs,
however.
Many other classes like these will be time, anywhere in the United
If students get both the on
offered this semester, including a cake dec- States. Students may call and and off-campus cards, they
request the off-campus card
orating class, Tai Chi for seniors and cre- at 1-800-YES-ECCI from 8 are responsible for two bills,
ating your family's scrapbook. Anyone a.m. to 5 p.m.
two cards and two authorizainterested should contact the office of conThis does not include inter- tion codes. Students also must
ferences and workshops at 762-3662 for a national calls.
go through two companies to
"To
make
an
international
iron out any problems that
complete listing of the courses offered this
call
requires
a
student
to
go
may arise.
semester.
BY SUZANNAH STOLL

Courses available to community
Bv ') ULIE W OLFE
STAff W RITER
I

Eighteen different courses are being
offered this semester as part of a community education program called Something
for Everyone.
These courses are non-credit classes
open to anyone and are taught by a number of people from the community and the
University. Most courses are offered at
night to allow for people with daytime jobs.
The courses include all necessary material.
They cover a wide variety of topics and
interests.
Betty Boston, of Hillard Lyons Investments, has been instructing a course on

understanding investments. The six-week
class started Oct. 8 and will run through
Nov. 12. Her classes usually have 15 to 20
participants.
"I've had everyone from high school students to senior citizens in this class,"
Boston said. "College students might find
this course useful to take before they graduate so they know what to do with those
first paychecks, and there's no homework
for this class."
She plans on teaching overall ideas
about planning investments and explaining a lot of the different kinds of investments available. '
Another course being offered is building
a web page, taught by Hal Rice. It shows

.;v.OMM,, IHUuJ, cuJ, owad,
Finest in consignment
11 7 S. 4th St.

East Main
Cadiz, KY
(502) 522-7875

753•4087

" Your Treat Sale"
Half-price storewide! One day only, .
Frida Oct. 30 No Ia awa s No holds, No a rovala

COP.!Plus
130~

Wo Car Policy Discount

5°o Home Policy Discount

~. ~0~~:0~~~~

Kentucky

. =- Farm Bureau

~orlr..,..
~0 ~ ~ o!Jg

A Member Service

c:._,v~S .~~(>~ STUART ALEXANDER • 753-4703
A,"rrofi/COI\0

310 South 4th Street • Munay, KV 42071

kthe•t -·~-

Chestnut • Murray, KY

ag

Teeter-for-Tot&.

Grand
Opening
Oct. 31

The more you INSURE

When you insure both your home and
your vehicle with us, you'll save
101/r, on your car ins urance and
5if<, on 'your home, farm or
mobile home owner policy. See
STUART ALEXANDER and start
saving today!

The Pike& would 11 .....-=~

(502) 753-7 117

Auto • Farm • Home • Renter1 • Health • Moo11e Home • Boat • l1fe • Bus,ness

The more you SAVE!

.

* Costume Contest at 4 p.m.
* Prizes given away
every hour!
* Selling items at SO's prices
* Selling movie tickets
at 75¢ a piece!
* Burger, Drink and
Fries for $ 1.25
2667 State
Route 94 East

(In Dining Only)

Hours:
10 a.m.-8 .m.

In the Curris Center Theater
at 10 p.m. · Midnight
Oct. 31
Come Dressed in Your
Costumes !
Sponsored bv:

North Pleasant Grove
Cumberland
Presbyterian Church

come out and
support the

Racers
saturday at 2:30p.m.
when they play

"Antz"
(PG)
s.......,: Sandra Bllllock
"Practical Mafic"

Tennesee Tech

(PG-13)

Av ailable Tue sday

Nov. 3, 1998
On Home Video

--Rev. Terry Vasseur, Pastor- Sunday School ................. 1o a.m.
Morning Service .............. 11 a.m.
*Youth Activities
*Fellowship Dinners

Reserve Your Copy Today!
Call 753-8084

Monday thru Thursday
All Tapes & Games
2 for $3
MatiMes Saturday and Sunday
-

Moru14y-Thun ~aJ NighJs
- ·- -·- JHIJ only $1 tvilh MSU J.D.

From Murray take 121 N. to Roy
Graham Road. Turn right and
follow to the end.

NEED A RIDE? CA LL
753-8744 OR 435-4478
1-

Everyone

Welcome! ~ ;

orts
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Racers return
to friendly confines
After their win two
weeks ago over Eastern
Kentucky, and a bye week
last week, the Murray
State Racers will return to
action tomorrow when
they host Tennessee Tech
who
defeated
the
Colonels last week. The
Racers are now ranked
I Ith in the country in the
ESPN/USA Today Division
1-AA poll and will try to
continue their winni~g
ways when the game gets
underway at 2:30 p.m.
tomorrow.

1998-99 season
tickets available
People who purchased
season tickets for the
upcommg basketball sea-·
son will be able to pick up
those tickets at the Roy
Stewart Stadium ticket
office from 9 a.m. to 7 p.m.
today through Nov. 2.
Tickets will also be available for pickup during
tomorrow's football game.
Out of town tickets will
be mailed as soon as possible. Anyone with questions concerning season
tickets can contact the
,R acer ticket office at
762-'4895.

•

Clarification
: In last week's News, we
ran that the last competition of the yearthe rowing
and cross country teams
would be held this weekend. It should have said
that these will be their last
competitions of the fall
semester.

Briefs compiled by Eddie
Grant sports ediitor.

SportfiMbl
justin Burdine,
Mike Turner
Justin Burdine and Mike
Turner are In the Racer
Sportlight for this week.
Burdine, a 6-foot-1-inch
freshman guard from
Savannah, Tenn., won the
slam dunk contest at Saturday's Racer Fan Jam.
Turner, a 6-foot-7-inch
junior
forward
from
Nashville, won the threepoint contest at Saturday's
Racer Fan jam, beating out
five of his teammates,
including fellow junior,
Aaron Page, whom he beat
in a 30 second shoot out
to determine the winner.

.

FastP'tu:t
Gordon all but has
W inston Cup T it le
jeff Gordon only needs
to start each of the. last
two races, or finish 40th in
one of them, to claim his
third NASCAR Winston
Cup Title.

.....
...

Source. USA Today
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Volleyball squad advances in OVC
son bas also won this honor twice this
year.
The Racers then traveled to UT'fhe Murray State Racer volleyball Martin on Tuesday night to take on
squad had a successful stretch of the Skyhawks.
games over the past week to vault the
The Racers, still without Shumard,
squad to a fourth-place standing in were once again led by Kulp. Kulp
the Ohio Valley Conference.
had 14-kills, 20 digs and two blocks to
The Racers beat Eastern Kentucky lead the Racers in those categories.
last Friday and UT-Martin on Tues- This marked the third straight match
day to claim fourth place. The Racers Kulp led MSU in kills. With the Raelost on Saturday night to Morehead ers' 15-9, 15-6, 15-13 victory and
State but set a school record for kills Austin Peay losing its Tuesday night
and assists in the contest.
match, the Racers are now sitting
The Racers had one bad break, how- alone in fourth place in the OVC.
ever, in last Friday's game against
Wojinski said the Racers currently
EKU. Junior outside hitter Krista have a better outlook and are hoping
Shumard broke her left. pinky finger to have a good month of November .
and has not played in the last two
"Our attitude is better now," Wojinmatches. Shumard will be back Tues- ski said. "'We want to continue to
day to play in a limited role for the improve and go undefeated in conferRacers. She will be back to full play- ence for the rest of t he season."
ing lime next Friday night.
Kulp said the Racers had gained
Even without Shumard, the Racers confidence from the last three matchdominated EKU last Friday. MSU es.
was led by juniors Sarah Ernst and
"We're pretty confident right now,"
Rachel KUI.p. Ernst and Kulp led the Kulp said. "'We were struggling a little
Racers in kills with 13 each, while bit, but now we have picked it up
Kulp also had four aces and 12 digs to going into the tournament."
lead the team in those categories. The
Kulp added Shumard's injury did
four aces for Kulp matched her career
not hurt t he team as much as some
high. Freshman Jessica Wood also
people originally thought it would.
added 10 digs for the Racers, who won
"After Krista broke her finger, we
15-5, 15-8, 15-10.
realized
that this team is more than
Murray State had 100 kills and 92
one
;>erson,"
she said. "It is everyone
assists against Morehead, compared
working
together.
In these last three
to 91 kills and 87 assists for Morematches,
we
all
clicked
well. We have
head. The Racers lost the four-game
been
passing,
setting
and
hitting betmatch 16-14, 10-15, 17-15, 15-12.
ter
as
a
unit."
Mica Wojinski led the Racers with
Kulp also said the team is focusing
85 assists, tying the school record she
set last season . This put her third on on each match.
"We're taking this last month one
the all-time Racer volleyball assist
match at a time," Kulp said. "We're
list.
Kulp once again led the Racers with trying to play hard and still h ave
kills, hitting a career-high 29 against some fun.''
The next game for the Racers comes
Morehead. Jessica Wood had 23 kills
for the Racers and was named OVC Nov. 3 when t hey will travel to
Freshman Player of the Week for the Clarksville to take on Austin Peay.
second time this season. Audrey Nel- The match gets underway at 7 p.m.
BY jASON BILLINGSLEY
SPORTS EonOR

AssiSTANT

Danny Voweii/ The News

Junior Mica W ojinskl sets the ball for a waiting Rache l Neighbors in the Racers' Saturday matinee against Mo re head State. The Racers went on to lose in four games.
Murray State rebounded against UT-Martin Tuesday night at Racer Arena. moving
them up to fourth place In the Ohio Valley Conference standings.

Racers look to stop Tennessee Tech
BY j ASON BILLINGSLEY
SPORn, EonoR

ASSISTANT

'l'he Racer football team gained two
things from last week's bye week, much
needed re~t and a Middle Tennessee
State loss in Ohio Valley Conference
play.
MTSU's loss to Eastern lllinois last
weekend gives them two OVC losses
this season and sets up a three-week
stretch of games that will likely determine the OVC champion.
Murray State, Eastern Jllinois and
Tennessee State are right now the lhree
top contenders for the OVC crown. EIU
is currently undefeated in conference
play, with MSU and Tennessee State
just one game back. All three teams
play each other in the next three weeks,
with the survivor of the stretch likely
taking the title.
MSU Head Coach Denver Johnson is
impressed with the performance of
Eastern Illinois so far this year.
"If EIU can remain undefeated in the
conference for the rest of the season, I'll
tip my hat to them for an outstanding

year," Johnson said. "They would
deserve the conference title if they can
accomplish an undefeated conference
record this year."
Before MSU takes on EIU and Tennessee State for OVC supremecy, the
Racers must contend with the Tennessee Tech Golden Eagles.
Tech may have a sub-.500 record, but
the team has a defense that could put a
monkey wrench in the title plans of the
Racers. Led by OVC Defensive Player of
the Week Branon Vaughn, the Golden
Eagles have the top r ated defense in the
OVC, which is also among the top 10
defensive squads in · Division 1-AA.
Vaughn has 41 tackles and eight sacks
on the season to solidify the Tech defensive line.

thing you're supposed to do to play good
defense."
Johnson said the Golden Eagle victory
in three overtimes over Eastern Kentucky last weekend was not a huge surprise.
"That game doesn't surprise me,"
Johnson said. "I thought at the beginning of the year Tech would surprise
some folks. The outcome of a game is so
fragile, a play here and there makes all
the difference. I believe that Tech is a
much better football team than their
record indicates."
The offense for Tech, however, is
another story. Tech's offense has struggled all season and has not settled on
one dominant style of offense yet.
"They are searching for something to
Johnson is concerned with the athlet- hang their hat on," Johnson said. "They
ic abilities of the Golden Eagle defense. will probably try to spread the field on
"Tech doesn't run a complicated us, and give our defense some different
defense, they just play a great 4-3 . looks. I expect to see three and four
defense and have very athletic players wide-out sets and also some double tight
on their defense," Johnson said. "They end sets."
afe hard to block, have great speed,
The MSU coaching staff gave the
solid at every position and do every- team Thursday, Friday and Saturday

off so the coaches could concentrate on
recruitment for next season.
"This is the time of year when we gear
up our recruiting," Johnson said. "We
visited 29 junior colleges over the course
of last week, and we also went to several local high school games. The crop of
high school talent is a lot better than
previous years, I believe."
The Racers will have one unexpected
gap on defense for the first half of
tomorrow's game. Senior linebacker
Tony Esters was suspended for the first
half of Saturday's game by the head of
OVC officiating for throwing u punch at
an Eastern Kentucky player that was
not caught by the officials at the game.
MSU goes into the game the 11th
ranked team in Division I-AA according
to the USA Today/ESPN football poll,
six spots, ahead of OVC leader Eastern
lllinois. Tennessee State is not currently ranked in the poll.
Kickoff for tomorrow's game is set for
2:30 p.m. at Roy Stewart Stadium and
will be broadcast live on WQTV.

Elam's boot ties NFL record; Yickett in lead
In recent years, there have
been some famous kicks in the
National .Football League. No
one, including the New York
Giants, will ever forget the
would-be gam'e winning field
goal that just missed in 1992,
or perhaps the perfectly executed onside kick by Norm Johnson in Super Bowl XXX, which
pul the Pittsburgh Steclers
within three points of their
fifth title.
In addition, there have been
numerous kicks of more than
50 yards that. turn out to be
game winners week after regular-~eason week in the NFL.
The kicker is probably one of
the most overlooked players on
a football team. ll is oftentht!
kicker that makes or brcuks a
particular game. He u~ually
gets no more than a few hugs
nnd slaps on his helmet if he

Sports
Talk
EDDIE
GRANT

makes his kicks but is put
under tons of scrutiny when he
misses.
All of these facts took a back
seat this week in the game
between the Denver Broncos
and the Jacksonville Jaguars.
It was just a few seconds before
the half, the Broncos were on
the .Jags' 47-yard line and had
went three and out. Bronco
Head Conch Mike Shanahan
was pondering whether to punt

when he looked at his kicker, Dempsey himself put it after slow start, I am gaining ground
who simply said, "Coach, I can seeing the replay, "I didn't gel on both Yickett and my associkick this," and Shanahan pushed out of the record books .I ate. Yickett. is at 70-36, Jason
just had to make room for Billingsley is in second four
agreed to let Jason Elam try.
This was not going to be just someone else. Maybe together games behind at 66-40. I am
another field goal, nor was it we can hold this one for anoth- bringing up the rear two games
back of .Jason at 64-42. AB for
going to be a game-winner or er 27 years."
It was a gutsy move on all the re~t of the season's outlook,
even give the defending Super
Bowl champs the lead. What it counts. first by Shanahan for I think I can finish in second,
was going to be was a 63-yard, even considering the attempt, but to catch Yickett I have to
record-tying boot, which had for Elam saying he could do it out-pick him in six contests.
only been done by Tom and then following through. It Unless this season becomes the
Dempsey of the New Orleans is this play, as well as the year of the underdog, I don't
Saints, who accomplished the exploits of baseball, that could see that happening. Only time
possibly earn 1998 the title of will tell.
exact same feat 27 years ago.
In any case, I hope youhave
After he kicked the ball, "next the year of sports,''
Elam knew he had the angle, despite what may happen in enjoied and continue will continue to cnjoyseeing how you
but he wasn't. sure it would the NBA.
do each week in relation to us.
carry so as he put it he "chased
This season has been full of
the ball" down the field a little Yick ett's Picks
Here we are at roughly the surprises, and I believe it isn't
until he saw it drop into the
dragnet behind the goal posts. halfway mark of the NFL sea- over yet.
Then the celebration began. It son and in the pro predictions
wasn't a record-breaker, but it race the standings are relative- Eddie Grant is the Sports Editor
was a kick for the ages. And as ly close. After getting ofT to n for The Murray State News .
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Racers' workhorse
After a slow .start, transfer student Justin Bivins has found success
BY )ASON BILLINGSLEY
SPORrs Eon011

AssiSTANT

It has been an interesting season for junior
tailback Justin Bivins. Going into this season, no
one outside the Racer football team knew who he
was and what he was capable of doing. MSU
football now knows the name Justin Bivins.
Bivins is a junior journalism major from
Dolton, Ill. He is a transfer student from Ball
State University, which is part of the Midwest·
em Athletic Conference. Bivins was part of a
conference champion Ball State team that went
to the Las Vegas Bowl, an experience he will
always remember.
"That was a great experience to be part of a
Division I-A bowl game," Bivins said. "I got a
chance for people to look at me closely, some·
thing very few players can say. Many players
would give their right arm to have that same
chance. I was blessed to be on that team."
Even though Bivins was on a successful Division I-A squad, he had a desire to go somewhere
else to play, somewhere he co.uld be a top, featured running back. That place ended up being
Murray State.
Before Bivins came to MSU, he had no idea
who the Racers were or where Murray was.
"I had never heard of Murray State before
now," he said. "I'm glad they gave me a second
chance to play."
Bivins said he already had one friend on the
Racer coaching staff who helped him get a look
from the Racers,
"I was already acquainted with Mac McDaniel
(Racer offensive coordinator) from high school,"
Bivins said. "He helped me get the other MSU
coaches to notice me."

as he would have liked. He was officially listed
· as the Racers' backup tailback behind Wilbert
Smith until Homecoming. With Smith suspend·
ed for violating team rules, Bivins was thrust
into the starting role.
Biyins responded to the pressure, racking up a
career-best 228 yards in the game. His perfor·
mance was also one of the best individual rushing performances in MSU history. This is
because this performance made him only the
ninth player in Murray State football history to
rush for over 200 yards in a single game.
This was truly a way to make your mark in
your first game as a starter.
Bivins is happy with the team and campus of
MSU compared to his former university.
"Even though the level of competition was
greater at a Division I-A school, the competition
here in the Ohio Valley Conference is very
intense," he said. "Everything about this University, the classes, the football team and the
town, are just a lot better, period."
Bivins said he would love to one day play football in the National Football League.
..It would be a dream come true to play in the
NFL," he said. "'fit comes, it comes, but that's
not the only thing I could do in life. If I don't
reach my personal goal of playing professional
football, I would like to get a career in journalism or coaching football somewhere."
·Bivins has been a workhorse for the Racer
File Photo
offense, compiiing 533 yards rushing with three
justin Bivins, junior from Dolton, Ill., runs against UT-Martin durln1 the 1998 Homecoming pme. touchdowns. Bivins said the team goal was
Bivins ran for 128 yards on 19 carries and scored one touchdown aplnst the Skyhawlcs. Bivins has beyond stats, however.
533 yards rushing and three touchdowns In seven pmes for the Racers.
..Our goal for this entire season is to play
Bivins said MSU Head Coach Denver Johnson said. "This Racer team feels like a family-type together as a team, win the OVC title and com·
was happy to have Bivins in the Racer system.
atmosphere. There is a real sense of unity here." pete in the NCAA Division 1-AA playoffs," he
"Denver accepted me with open anna," Bivins
The season did not start out as well for Bivins said.
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Racer basketball ·
.shows off its new
·~earn to the public
BY EDDIE GRANT
SPORTS EDITOR

The first public display of the
1998-99 Murray State Racers
was held last weekend in the
annual forum known as Fan
Jam.
A crowd of more than 1,700
people got to meet the members of this year'.s team as well
as bear witness to a few of
their talents.
The first event of the afternoon was a three-point shoot
out between six of the team's
members. The final round of
competition pitted junior guard
Aaron Page against Mike
Turner, junior forward. Both
players managed to nail 18
three-pointers in the final
round. To determine a champion, a 30 second ..shoot-out" was
held. In the end, It was Turner
who came out victorious.
Next came a perennial crowd
pleaser, the slam dunk contest.
The competitors were Duane
Virgil, a 6-foot-9-inch senior
center, Ray Cunningham, a 6foot-5-inch sophomore guard,
Rod Murray, a 6-foot-7-inch
junior forward, Michael Floyd,
a 6-foot-7-inch senior forward
and Justin Burdine, a 6-foot-1-

Ha~nting

inch freshman guard.
Each player was given three
attempts to dunk the ball, with
a panel of judges scoring each
dunk. The four returning players hit one attempt each, but
on this day the freshman Burdine would show up his team
and show out for the crowd.
Burdine jammed all three of
his attempts through the net.
For each of his dunks Burdine
threw the ball ahead of him
and timed it to where it would
be in the vicinity of the rim at
the same time he was. He then
pulled the ball out of the air,
while in mid-air, and forced
the ball into the hoop.
The scores were close, so it
was decided to let crowd noise
be the deciding factor. Burdine
was crowned the Racers' slam
dunk champion.
The final team event for the
day was a scrimmage between
members of the team. This
scrimmage showcased the
players and gave a sneak peak
into the way the Racers would
be playing ball this year.
Mter the scrimmage was
complete, Racer Head Coach
Tevester Anderson spoke to the
crowd.

Halloween

"The louder you are during
the games this year, the harder
we will play," Anderson said.
"You folks are our sixth man
since we count on you to be
there when we need you to support us."
The afternoon was rounded
out with an autograph session
where players and coaches
signed autographs.
·
"The day went pretty well,"
Tab Brockman, assistant athletic director in charge of mar·
keting and promotions, said.
"The estimated crowd of 1,700
to 2,000 people was about on
par for what we had expected."
Brockman was also pleased
with the results of the RSEC's
trial run.
"This was the first time we
had the arena in a game situation, and things went smoothly," he said. "There is still a little bit of fme tuning as far as
the scoreboard and the audio
systems are concerned, but I
am confident that Jimmy
Carter (Director of Develop·
ment and Alumni Affairs),
Shelley Todd (RSEC Manager)
and Kenny Gibson (Operations
Manager for RSEC) will get the
job done."

Photos By Danny Vowell
(above) Members of the Hurray State cross
country teams spell out 'MSU Racers' as part
of the day's spirit competition.
(right) Isaac Spencer (closest to goal) and
Harvin Gay (far right), among others go up
for a rebound In the inter-team scrimmage.
(below) First year Head Coach Tevester
Anderson addresses the crowd, trying to get
them pumped up for the upcoming season.
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Women's tennis struggles at Memphis
BY

EDDI E GRANT

SPORTS EDITOR

In preparation for its final tournament of the fall semester, the Murray
State women's tennis team traveled
to Memphis, Tenn., where members
competed in an eight-team tournament.
In singles play, Brooke Berryman
won her first match over Martha
Montana from the University of Tennessee at Martin, 6-3, 2-6, 6-2. She
then was defeated by Daniela Greco
from the University of TennesseeChattanooga in straight sets, 6-2, 63. Amy Gemmill squared off against
Amanda Tabisz but fell6-3, 6-0.
Next up for Murray was Nina
Sartz-Knudsen, who won her open-

ing round match against Barbara
Soto from Tennessee Tech , 6-0, 6-7,
6-1. She then fell victim to Rachna
Ashar from the University of California at Fresno 6-0, 6-2.
"I th ink I played pret ty well,"
Sartz-Knudsen said. "I mean, the girl
I lost to r eally played better than me.
After all, sh e went on to win the tournament."
In the final three singles matches
Ma ria Alonte r eceived a bye in the
first roun d and fell to Ashley Cagle in
the second round 6-1, 6-4, and
Yvonne Thor fell to Tennessee Tech's
Carolina Melicoff 6-0, 2-0 after being
forced to withdraw!.
In the final singles match, Gina
Katona fell to Katie Hanstefer from
UT-Chattanooga 6-2, 6-3.

In doubles play, the pairing of
Berryman and Alonte won their first
two matches, taking the first one 8·4
and the second 8-6. They then fell to
th e team of Greco and Karabeleas
from Tennessee Tech 8-4.
The remaining pairings of Gemmil and Hite and Sartz-Knudsen and
Katona each lost their first round
matches.
Despite the outcome of the Memphis tournament, the team still had a
successful fall. The Lady Racers have
a 5-2 record. The team has defeated
such opponents as Evansville, India na State, Tennessee-Ma rtin a nd
Belmont.
The ladies will take the winter off
before returning to action in early
February.

Yickett

Eddie Grant

DETROIT vs Arizona
Detroit 7
Detroit 10
Detroit 14
CINCINNATI vs Denver
Denver 17
Denver 14
Denver 13
BALTIMORE vs Jacksonville
J acksonville 7
Baltimore 7
Jacksonville 9
Miami4
BUFFALO vs Miami
Buffalo 3
Buffalo 7
TAMPA BAY vs Minnesota
Minnesota 15
Minnesota 10
Minnesota 13
INDIANAPOLIS vs New England New England 8
New England 3 New England 7
CAROLINA vs New Or1eans
Carolina 1
New Orleans 8
New Or1eans 4
WASHINGTON vs NY Giants
NY Giants 6
NY Giants 1o
NY Giants 7
Atlanta 3
ATLANTA vs St. Louis
Atlanta 10
Atlanta 14
PITTSBURGH vs Tennessee
Pittsburgh 7
Pittsburgh 10
Pittsburgh 11
KANSAS CITY vs NY Jets
NY Jets 4
NY Jets 3
NY Jets 6
Green Bay 7
San Francisco 7 San Francisco 3
GREEN BAY vs San Francisco
SEATTLE vs Oakland
Oakland 2
Seattle 3
Seattle 4
PHILADELPHIA vs Dallas
Dallas 11
Dallas 14
Dallas 10
*Home teams capitalized
*Picks and margin of victory
Records thus far
70-36
64-42
66-40
9-3
Last week
8-4
8-4
LEAGUE STANDINGS THROUGH WEEK 8
AFC
NFC
EAST
CENTRAL
EAST
CENTRAL
MIAMI So-2
NEW ENGLAN D 4·3
BUFFAL04·3
NY JETS 4·3
INDIANAPOUS 1-6

Men's rowing finishes second in Indianapolis

JACKSONVILLE 5·2
PITISBURGH 5·2
TENNESSEE 3·4
CINCINNATI 2·5
BALllMORE 2-5

DALLAS 4·3
NY GIANTS 3-4
ARIZONA 3-4
PHILADELPHIA H!
WASHINGTON 0.7

WEST

Last weekend, the Murray State men's rowing club
took to Indianapolis to race in the Head of the Eagle
Regatta.
The eight-man team came in second in its race, 19 seconds behind race winner Washington and 23 seconds
ahead of Vanderbilt.

The next competition for both teams will come this
weekend when they will take part in the Head of the Tennessee Rega tta in Knoxville, Tenn. They will be joined in
this competition by their female varsity counterparts who
will also compete in the event. This wi11 be the last competition of the fall for both the men's and women's teams .

MINNESOTA 7.{)
GREEN BAY 5·2
TAMPA BAY 3-4
CHICAG03-5
DETROIT2·5

WEST

DENVER 7.{)
OAKLANOSo-2
KANSAS CfTY 4 ·3
SEATILE 4-3
SAN DIEGO 3-5

The four-man team was scheduled to race but was
unable to because of high winds and choppy water .

STAFF REPO RT

Jason Billingsley

SAN FRANCISCO 6-1
ATlANTA 5·2
NEW ORLEANS 4-3
ST. LOUIS 2-5
CAROliNA 0.7

John Simanowitz/The News
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Meeting at 4:30 p.m. on
Thursday l\lov. 5
3rd floor Curri!i Center
Tenne&Re Rm.
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Check Out Our New and
Used Selections
Special Orders and
Trade- /11s Welcome

Serving Mexican Food
and Deli Sandwiches

LOCATED ON 641 S.
12 miles South of the Racer Inn in Murray
PUiycar, TN
90 1-247-5798
Sorry no minors after 9:30 .m.
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Compact Discs 0
Posters 0

Cassette Tapes
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Come by the
Newsroom in
Wilson Hall to get
your Classified
Ad today!

~

753-8926

Fearless Freap Nov. 7

Minimum
Charge $1
Deadline 3 p.m.
Wednesday
Payment is due
in advance.

1....

920 S 12th St.
Bel-Air Shopping Center

•••••••••••••••••••••••••
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JudiEiill Bailnl

TERRAPIN STATION

The Shack Shakers Oct. 31

2 °C per w ord for
first 20 w ords.
15C each
additional word

/

1\~A

from
II a.m. - l l p.m.
Bar !lours: I l a.m. - Midnight

Classified Rates:

Free Meal Plan <SPT only)
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Spring Break '99
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Sig Eps found not guilty in judicial heclring
The charges brought against the fraternity
•Fraternity: The Murray State chapter
part of the constitution in Title 3 Article 2
were
of Sigma Phi Epsilon Fraternity was
Section 1 that states the fraternity accepted and
cleared of charges 'Thesday.
knowingly accepted first-semester freshmen
BY CHRISTINE H ALL
NEWS EDITOR

The Murray State chapter of Sigma Phi
Epsilon Fraternity was cleared of charges
brought against it by the Interfraternity Council
two weeks ago.
The fraternity was charged with letting in six
first-year freshmen , a verdict which could lead to
a new IFC recruitment policy next fall.
Jeremy McKeel, president of Sigma Phi
Epsilon, said in an article two weeks ago, the
fraternity did let in the six freshmen because of
a national policy from his fraternity called the
"Balanced Man Project."

.

without IFC consideration.
The IFC charged the fraternity after a risk
management seminar which every fraternity
member was to attend. The six freshmen signed
the list.
If the fraternity had been found guilty, it
would have lost its rushees and been fined $150
per ineligible freshman.
A rule about rush states no fraternity shall
install a person unless he has completed 12
hours of class and maintained a 2.20 GPA
To clarify why the freshmen were let in, McKeel explained the "Balanced Man Project" to the
IFC during the proceedings.
"We no longer have pledges," he said. "It is

ACCIDENT

REACTION

Continued from Page 1

Conunued from Page 1
- - - -- -- -ed," he said. "Everyone
wants to know how it hap·
pened and what happened,
at least for the sake of prevention."
Not all students feel it is
a time for relief. Anna

sonat thank you to the Sigma Chis
and the Alpha Gamma Rhos who
donated $100," Hendrix said. "Other
people also contributed, like Wal¥art. who gave $50, and the fire
department and paramedic unit."
The Sigma Pis hosted a party Saturday night to raise money and ended
up with $1,600.
"I had never seen any party like
that before," Hendrix said. "We had
money coming from everywhere.
Sigma Phi Epsilon, Alpha Sigma Phi
and Alpha Delta Pi also contributed
money."
On campus, people from the
grounds crew, where Blades worked,
also contributed. People in the community were also involved.
"I am more excited because it was
not just us or the Greeks, but we bad
support from the entire community,"
Hendrix said.
Christian Keneipp, president of
Sigma Pi, said he is very excited
about the support.
"There has just been unending support from everyone and prayers
offered for recovery," he said. "It's
absolutely wonderful to see the personality and closeness of MSU and
Murray."

some of our best friends out
of school and the fear that
we may never see them
again, that hurts."
Both Parker and Mat·
tingly said they wer e aware
of prank calls made by the
suspects the night of the

fire, but they said they
never considered the possibility of a connection
Parker, junior from Geor- between the calls and the
gia, and Jenny Mattingly, fire.
junior for Louisville, are
"It was pure coincidence,"
both members of the womMattingly said. "They all
en's rugby club. Parker
said neither of the women work so hard for what they
arrested are members of have. Something like this
the club, but all of the male could ruin their lives.
Parker said the men
suspects are members
arrested
are good people
men's rugby club. Both
Parker and Mattingly said with good morals and valthey believe the suspects ues. She said she hopes
others will remember that
were charged too soon.
"There is no reason for they have not been convicteveryone to feel safe," ed, and this incident has
Parker said. "The arsonist caused her to question prohas not been caught; none cedures in t he judicial sysof them are capable."
tem.
Mattingly said her first
"I don't have a lot of faith
response to the charges in our justice system any'was a mix of shock and dis- more," Parker said. "'f this
belief.
can happen here it scares
"We are like family," s he me to think about what
said. They are like my happens elsewhere."
brothers. They have taken
Michael Lewis, sopbo-

part of the elaborated 'Balanced Man Project.'
We can take in a brother the same night, and he
will have the same rights and can vote. In no
way are they treated differently."
McKeel said after the seminar the fraternity
decided to turn the list in to publicize they had
taken in first-semester freshmen.
"It is my opinion that if we had brought up the
project in the IFC meeting, we would have been
laughed out of the room," he said. ''We didn't ask
because it is not special consideration, and we
don't just want to do it one semester."
Brian Blackwood, regional director for Sigma
Phi Epsilon, was at the proceedings in defense of
the national policies of the fraternity.
"We were trying to change the culture of the
fraternity system and it came ofT as a shock,"
Blackwood said, "Going by the disclaimer; we
didn't do anything wrong. Why should we go

more from Radcliffe, said
he is glad police have suspects, but he also hopes no
one is falsely accused.
"It is good they have suspects, but I hope they do
not try to make them look
guilty, especially in the
public eye," he said. "But, if
the suspects are guilty, I do
think they should go to
jail.''
Lewis said he feels a
slight relief that the guilty
persons may have been
found, but, conversely, he
said he doesn't want it to be
someone on the Murray
State campus.
"It can make the school
look bad," he said. "It also
makes you think about who
is sitting next to you in
your classes."
University
President
Kern Alexander released a
statement Thursday after
t he arrests made by the
Kentucky State Police.
"The health and safety of
the students is the foremost consideration of this
University,"
Alexander
said. "The matter is in the
hands of the state police."

through rules one, two and three if rule five said
we didn't have to?"
Blackwood said Sigma Phi Epsilon established
the "Balanced Man Project" last year.
"It is a membership development program that
erases pledging," he said. ''The person comes in
as an equal member with rights and privileges."
He said this way each member has his own ~;et
of expectations from the fraternity that he has to
accomplish during his years in the fraternity.
Blackwood said all fraternities should be able
to recruit first-semester freshmen because he
said that is when the interest is high.
"The fraternities have a good product," he said.
"Why wait to give that product'?"
The fraternity was found not guilty by the IFC
judicial board and asked to petition the IFC to
change the rules to make every fraternity eligible to recruit first-semester freshmen.

ARRESTS
Continued from Page 1
near room 406.
Lt. Dean Hayes, the lead
investigator for the state police,
said telephone records provided
the break investigators needed.
"The investigation involved
interviewing hundreds of people
and narrowing it down to a
select few," he said. "Then it was
taken to the grand jury. We
obtained certain phone records
and combed Hester Hall ... The
telephone records are a direct tie
from one location to another."
Chuck Robertson, public
affairs officer for the Kentucky
State Police, said the .investigation into the fire is ongoing.
"The investigation isn't over
just because we made these
arrests," he said, "Somebody
asked me if there would be any
more arrests, and I told them I
don't think so, but I don't know."

Ward also indicated the investigation was not complete.
"There are some other leads
the state police are investigating
which could produce some additional evidence," he said. "Last
night <Wednesday) the book didn't just close."
Ward explained that McGrath
being the only one of those
indicted who is charged with
murder could indicate he is
being considered as the arsonist.
He said that complicity means
the people are charged with
doing something to aid in the
setting of the fire, while conspiracy indicates they had knowledge that it. would be done or
that it had been done.
He also said a request for a
change of venue is possible.
"It wouldn't surprise me down
the road, with the school being
there," he said. "It hasn't got as
much publicity as the Heath
shooting, but it's second."

Have a Safe and Sober
Halloween From
The Murray-state News

Murray state, I'm asking for your help.
I am Melvin Henley, candidate for Calloway county judge/Executive. on
November 3, 1 would appreciate your vote..
I could urge your support because of a lifetime of involvement with
Murray State University. It is my alma mater, and I have been proud to serve
the University community as
·A faculty member for over 30 years
·Chairman of the Chemistry Department
·Vice-Chairman of the Board of Regents
However, I urge your support for another reason. As a former Mayor of
Murray, I know what challenges lie ahead of our community. 1 believe that
my experience in government, coupled with my education and common
sense, will enable me to lead Murray into a better, more economically
prosperous future.
As much as that means to Murray, it means even more to Murray State University. For MSU, Murray is a
home. I believe it can be a better home where students, faculty and staff can feel safe, feel welcome, and
feel a positive sense of the future.
Please join me in this effort by contributing your vote on November 3.

Calloway County judge/Executive
Paid for by Melvin Henley for County judge/Executive, Thomas 1. "Tim" Miller, Treasurer

